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PREFACE

/
)

.

-,,
his report is one of a seriesof CERI documentS an he state.

of recurrent education in OECD Member countries. t Recurre, ed a-
tion, on which CERI has been carrying, out preparatory k i the,
last few years, is rapidly becoming one of the most ated.; but ,,

°04.also ono of the least clearly-defined, new. concept' a out the
.planning and .organisation of" education n n p ode ociety:

/
.

, - 1 e / .

It hag, therefore, been consi essential to endeavour td
..

.attach a preCise meaning to what or ated as an unstructured new
.

concept and to spell out its stru0 ral and policy implication:,.
..As part of the project on recurs- t education, for which. Denis Kellen
and Jarl-Bengtsson -carry the, 12 sponsibiliVy on the CERI-staff side,
CERI will in'the near future publish a ')Clarifying Report" which
attempts to point out the essential chaL,acteristics of such a System
and how it relates to the preseatsectors of post-compulsory and
adult education. ,

's]

. . . ..

; The present document on "Recurrent Education in the Realisa-
tion of Permanent Education in Yugoslavia" concludes the first stage
of a large and long:-term project of research and experimentation on
which the Yugoslav authorities have embarked.

4
The proposal tO undertake this project originated in the

Yugoslav Federal Council for Education and Culture aA most of the
preparatory work was carried out. within the Council. .Approval to
carry out the study was obtained from a joint peeting of the highest
Federal. authorities for Education, Science andiDature.

1

A first draft Of the report was discussed, with a' number -of

r a second draft which was made available at the Seminar
Yugoslav xperts frobvarious 'disciplines. This led to the preps.-
ation of
on Recurrent Educatioh organised jointly by' the Yugoslav Federal
Council aI nd CERI at.Primosten, Yugoslavia, in May 1971.,

. .

In the meantime, the pncePt of recurrent educatidn dad been
screened by the main representative bodies at the Federal and State
level, notably by the Fed67.-al Council's Executive Committee for
Science, Education and Technology anti the Federal Assembly's Educe:-
tional-Cultural Council. Sunnort for the idea of an important study
had also een obtained from the Yugdslav Federation of Trade Unions,
from the federal Chamber of Commerce and Federal Bureau of Employment.

.A team to carry out the study was' set up in 1970, grouping .

personalities.from.educational administrations, the universities and l'

other post=secondary Institution8, adult education institutions, .

industrial training centres and the Federal Bureau of Employment.
The team is at present headed by Dr. Steivan,Bezdanov, Director of
the Institute for Educational Research and Derelopment in Belgrade;
its SecrefarY is Mrs. Zita Glavaskil, a Sanior Research Fellow at
the Institute. ,

.

;
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I
The completion of-the final draof the Teport is

co

nly'a
. *small part

0
art of the work undertaken by the group mentioned above. A

large Astribution of the Report in Yugoslavia has made it possible
to obthin the views of a great variety of institutions and perSons,
not only in education but also in industry,the trade unions, the

'municipalities, etc. Proposals' are bbing elaborated for necessary
ch4nges in educational, .social and health (insurance) legislation,
an for changes ins the rules and practices in enterprises arid public -

.services. A number of regional seminars on recurrent educatioh have
been held, -and thus a large sample o4'the populktion has had an
occasion to express its ideas as to the implementation of a system
ofrecurfent educations Furthermore a study is being-made-of pos-
sible experimntal sites for. he implementation of such a system.
A series of radio and TV programmes on the-issue has-been-initiated.
Finally, relevant experience from other countries, .notably from the-
Scaadinavianarea and from North America, is collected and integrated
into the projeCt.

A final report on the Yugoslav Research'Project'on Recurrent
ducion should be available during the course of 1973.

Prof. Berislav Seferi Professpr of Economics at, the University'
of Belgrade, was the author of,the4isrst outline of the Project.

.reportpresent version of the epdrt prepared ,by Dr. Stevan Bezdanov,
Director of the Institute fr Edudational Research and Development, .

and Mihail° Djuridi6, Adviser at the Federal Council. A working
group consisting of Mr. Petar Andonoski,-Director of the Yugoslav
Centre for the Education of Metal and Electrical Trades Personnel,
Dr.11ilenko'Gruji6, Adviser at the 'Council of the Federatiof of

Trade Unions, Dr. Dusan SaviOevi6, Associate Professor,
at the School of Philosophy of the University of Belgrade, Mr's...
Zita Glavaskit'la'Senior Research Fellow at the Institute for Educa-
tional Research and Development, and the above-mentioned authors
prepared the basic material for the report

, 'Recurrent education as it is here proposed is conceived as
one of the principal instruments for achieving the socialist society 0
that Yugoslavia has aet out to create. The concept of recurrent
education which _is PortrayVi in, this report is to be, seen in this
particular socio- political context. The notes'on'yugoslavia's

2general socio-economic and educational situation and philosophy
,in'the Introduction may, help to place the :.0eport Against this
background. '

The other-reports in:this series concern the Federal Republic
/of ,Germany, New Yoxk' State,. Norway and Sweden.

0
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INTRODUCTI9N

1. Socio- economic development after the Second World War

This quarter-of-a-Century of Yugoslav development has been
marked by radical changes in the social and economic structure. A
driving force in this deVelopment was industrialisation'which pro-
vided the basis for all the changes that occurred iii the economic
and social Ilfe of the country. _AMong the.fundamental-factors
involved havrbeen the high rate of domestic capital and additional_ 1

foteign funds made available fbr economic development, the, increase
in national labour output resulting from improved technioal equipftent
and changesin the educational-occupational potential of the labour"
force (this included the rapid- transfer of,: the active agriculturalWpopulation into non-agricultural sectorsthe.e3tpansion of the
domestic market for commodity and inVestment-production consumption,
'andi.,the socialist, self-Wernment relations in the whole society.
Even so, two-and-a-half Tecades have not been sufficient for
Yugoslavia to overcome all. the faults, of',its old order and achieve
industrial maturity. 1114

1. The Yugoslav economy has been characterised'by a rapidr'rate
of growth. In the,coU'rse of the last twenty. years the average rate
of growth of the gros4 national product has been about 7 per cent,
which puts Yugoslavia in fourth place among those countries that
have undergone an especially rapid economic advancement\at follows
Japan, Bulgaria and Rumania). . On the whole, this rate of economic
development is significant not only in regard to the rates of growth
achieved by other countries, but also to the rate of economic pro-,
grass in Yugoslavia between the two World Wars - which lierely amognted
to some'2 per cent'lannually.

ia
n termsAgl.sonomic sectors viewed from the aspect of growth

dynamict, industpyl6ochpies a prominent position because the overall
postwar ecpnomic,policy of Yugoslavia was directed towards industri-
alisationg the country: During this period, Yugoslavia had an
extremely high rate of industrial growth, among the higheSt in the
world: thefaverage annual_rate being about 11 per cent. However,
agricultural productionin which about 50 per.cent of the active
population is engaged) itcreasectiat an average rate of about 3 per
cent, but with highinstability.

At the same time significant structural changes were made
in the Yugoslav economy. These are evident in the new roles played
by industry and agriculture in the structure df the gross national
product. The participation of industry in the -GNP increased from
about 20 per cent (in 1960) to about 40-per-cent (in 1970), while
the shade of agriculture dropped from 41 per cent to about 23 per
cent. Indastry,is expedted to play a primary role in future develop-
ment, and Yugoslavia looks forward to a period of rapid.realisations
of industrialisation and an era that will be much enhanced by products
ofthe stientific and technological revolution.

- 7 -
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3. This rapid industrial development has reinforced the economic
,

power Ot Yugoslaviaand.created the material bases for even more
rand advancement. On the basis ok synthesised calculations made
of the g2oss national product and national revenue per head (in
ddllars), as well as .of other non-monetary indicators,- the con-
clusion may be drawn that Yugoslavia today belongs to the category
of medium-developed couAtries; its national revenue amounted to
750.d011ars per head in 1970 as compared with about 160 dollars
twenty years earlier. Before the war Yugoslavia realised only
about one-third of the national revenue per head in comparison with
Mestern-Europe, but Trowit vealises approximately one-half of this
revenue.

C
. 4,4 The industriailsatIon of Yugoslavia resulted in a high nukber
of job openings in non-agricultural sectors, especially of course in
industry. This maae it possible to absorb not only the natural
growth in the non-agricultural active population, but also the
transfer of a large continge4t of the active population from agri-L1'
culture (in the last twenty Years about one million people from the
active agricultural population went into other sectors). Twenty
years ago, 78 per. cent of the employed labour fjorce worked in the
primary sector, 15 per cent in the secondary sector, and only 9 per
cent in the tertiary sector: Today, however these figures are 52 A4.
per cent, 2 per cent, and 23 per cent respectively. It is note-.
worthy here that only 32 per cent of the total population and 60 .

'per cent of the apn-agricultural population now live in urban areas.
Labourers and agIicultural workers apcount for over 40 per' Cent of [

the working class structure in Yugosavia.
. .

,

.. ,

5. In the course of the preceding perio4 of intensive indus-
trialisation of the.Country, changes in the roles of certain factors ,P 4

-of economic growth could be 'seen. At the beginning there was an

'..)

extehOve utilisation\of material and human,factors, while in he
ater phase (in the period of-the'so-called economic reform - from
965) decisive significance was ascribed to fadtdrs of efficiently ,f 4

and profit. In the first (extensive) phase of economic developmenti -
output in the .growth of the grosS national prdduct amouritea.tp less 4),

than 40 per cent, and rise in emplorgent to over 60 per' cent.' In '7°

the second phase, however, output patticipated-with about, 70 per,
.

cent in the groWth of the gross national product, and rise.in em-
ployment with only 30 Or cent. f i

,,

t ,
Still, at the:present level of development of production

t.

mation3I'to offer full-time employment opportunity tcrevery employ-
able member of society: Chrohic unemployment and a high.surplus in
the agricultural labour. force were,,and 4p41 are, serious problems,
the resolution Of *hich will t.ke a long tiiie. This is also the
reason for 'bite high emigration of labour tO-the developed countries

arily employed abroad).
eople, or about 35 per
n economically under

forces Yugoslavia is not yet able (on account f low capital for-

of Europe (about 700,000 workers are tempo
.It should be added tha0 over Seven million
Cent of the population of Yugoslavia,. liven
developed regions of/the country.

.f4

' InOhe next fifteen years there 'will' be an essential change
in the ecosomic(and thus the social) nidentity'! of Yugoslavia.
It is calculated that the national. revenue per head at tile-.end of
this period (1985) will, be about 2,300 dollars, and that the

a :
o



p centage'of the active
,

population employed in.agriculture will
op from 52 to about 26. The part of technological' output in the

=9-
jgrwth 'of the gross national product will be between 70 and 80 per
cent, and that of new employment between 20 and 30. Under such 1 ,

0 conditions,. it.is expected that the annual growth rate of employmentr,
will amount to about 3 per cent, the growth ate of the gross Nation-/

- .al product. to about.7.5-14e4 cent, and of national labour output, to. an
;annual aver &ge of about 7 13er cent.

io.

..

. .

2. Self-Goveenment - he Tralisformation from "Government in the
Name of the Workln Class" to GOvernment by the Working',
Class itself ,

;.

.
4

I

° Yugoslavia is a multi-national human community that has undep-
gone a complete revolutioniu all aspects and comPbnents of its life
and work. The backbone of the, consequent Changes in economic, poli-
tical and social development has been the constant endeavour to

1 4
create conditions that will enable the individualbo gain the power
(directly through work With others and*without.mediation of an/ kind)
himself to regulate and decide on all aspects of his own develop4nt
and of that of socioteas a whole. The essence 'of this philoswDhy
lies itip the principle of zelf-governing organisation of work and life, -

-1.hich *moans that people independently decide,on the conditions'and
results of the labour.

.
- - ,

. :
Self-governing organisation' of life and work implies: (I.) the

"Withering away" of the State's power and thesocialisation Of its
function; (ii) the reinforcement of C011ecOye ownership of he
means of production (which is not the same a State ership);
(iiii-transforthation of the structure of society to ccord with'the
tollective ownership of means of produttiop. and th "wrthering .away" ,

of the State; and (iv) the negation of4-the,Political party as a
factor of power.

.

,
.

i.Self-govetnment as it is being developed in Yugoslavia iit
therefore; a.sys,Eem of social _relations and a social prOcess that
transforms government in Ehe Hame'of the working blassl.as conceived
during the revolution and, immediately- afterwards, into ggyarnieaJa
'the working class itself.. This does away with all' classes - even
with THE WORKING CLASS. 7-S e

Lz: ___ .
1.4. The beginning of 'sel'f-, government in, Yugoslay.ia dates from ,. .1.,

1948, whea critical inquiries were first made into socialist practipe
at home aild,abroadkand Yugoslavia' own revsautionery ideas and pracs-
tjOs were rapidly developing. ThiS was.a period when Yugoslavia. was
defending its independence and revOlutionary.trends whtch were
thr4atened from all, sides.

.
.

as early as the )peginningtof 1949 tadital measures were,taken
for the decentralisation and debureaucratisation of the,system'of
power and managetpent in'all spheres of gorkand life. This included
the State aPparatui, sobio-politicalorganisations., the 0.tional

-

economy, the administration of justice and education. The realisation
of greater rights -for workers in undertakings' of all kinds was tgken
as't e 'oasis fn ,democracy 11-soCipty.' With .the paSsing of the law
on Worker Self-povernment (June-1950), fundamental nieaSures were

,
J
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'

takbn-to remove State power' over the economy by placXng management f4

in the handa of the Workers. This was the first and basic link in
the chain .9f broad worker-management. Immediately following this,
reorganisation .was carried out, in the municipalitieS_so that,they
became associations o.0 working people and citizens within which they.
exercise splf-government. The third link was. self - government in the
structure.of representative bodies (of the.autonomous"provinces,.
republics, and the federal government) .

2. .
In practice, worker self- government in industrial or other

con erns in, the productive sector is effected by all emploYees
exelwei6ing their right to self-government by the following means:

(a)- managing the enterprise directly 61' through management'
bodies elected by the workers themselves;

1

f

(0 organising, production or other activities, caring sfor
the development of the enterprise, and eq0ablishing plans
and programmes forqoperation and development;

(c) deciding on the marketing of products and services, and
on otter commercial aspects of the enterprise;

(d) de-aiding on the marketing of products and services, and
on other commercial aspects of the-enterprise;

(e) distributing the revenue of the enterprise and ensuring
the development of a material base for its operations;
distributing p rsonal incomes to employees; fulfilling
the obligatip s of the enterprise to soUsty:

(f) deciding on the hiring and discharging of employees as
well as on ,other interpersonal labour relations;

,
establishing working hours in accordance with general,
protective labour regulations; ensuring and organisiTt

t

internal control and the public character of the opera- .
-tions of the enterprise;

4 4

(g) orgaRising and advancing the conptions necessary for its
operations; organising labour safety measures and rest
periods; Providing opportunities for education and for
raising the standard of individual,s_a.nd-ofsooietry;

e

(.11) decidini on the separation of -Units in the enterprise
that canlIfunction as autonomous coficern, and on the
association of the enterprie itself with other working
organisations.

,In connection with self-government in enterprises, it.shoul.d
be noted that the funds-at the disposal of i6he employees depend upon
the establishOnt and. practical application of self-government. Th4i4
criteria for assessing the material power of a working collective is
the participation of the enterprise in the net product (this is the

-figure- obtained after subtracting the material costs and amortisation
from the total revenue). At present, enterlirises already participate
in*the nerproduct with over 60 per cent, and this figure is constant-
ly increasing from year to ,year. In same fields and branches of the
economy, this participatioh already amounts to 70 per cent.

10 -
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3. , Worker self-govelmment has
,
led to'a number of new 'processes .

and phenomena: One o1 4he.consequences resulting from self7-'A*
government in'tt.producti4A sectdr was the intrOduction of
principle of so al self-40Vernment in -cultural, scientific,

,

educational, health and n4tipnal institutions. Self-government-
.

6

in the *form of councils and ffanagdmentipoards is being introdUced
in schools, hospitals, libra s, insurance companies and other.

t

public service institutions.' ', As p! rule e cpuncil is'co(posed,'Qf
members )0g, the working co ective,and r'presentatives'from othe'
interested organisations, bile tHe' management board consists ex-' APO
clusively of members of the working collective. Here, also, the
working collective is the basicfself-government authority.

<,-- . .

. .
.

.

The scope and content of seZf-gOverning rights 21vthese °,
institutions are considerable. The working collective, eitcher
directly or through its'self-government bodies, gidependently:

(a) makes decisions on,.the hiring and discharging of all '

employees; including the director and other administrators;
. .

..,
. .

, (b) establishes its work programme and the''COnditiOns _for
realising it;

, . .

. ct

. . f.

(c) determines the tariff for its serihces, and,' through ° : i

=contracts'and agreements, regulates ,the relation's i.lith
the users of these,setvices; ,

\ pi 'i .
1

\ (d) defines, in its bylaws, the criteria for distribution
of revenue and-personal income to the,members 'f the /
colledtive, applAng the-principle of

. ,according to the,rbsUlts of labour; ,

(e) decides on partnership with other identical or related '

institutions; on the basis dfthe objectives of. its work..: w,.
6.

In civil service institutions, the practice of fidancing
'through the budgets of corresponding gdvernment bodies was abolished
several years ago and'financinechanged Overto the system of social L-
ly owned. funds. These. funds are managed by docial'self-governmen tr
bodies comprised of representatives from work collectiveslin a Owen I c

social sector as well as of representatives froii commellal organi- ...

if sations and the rabour union. ',,- ,), , 41
,

,

.,

4; 9-The self-gOvernment structure of Yugoslav society is now .

entering a phase of acute transformationS Whicheare aimed at den
veloping such material-cultural conditions,anid sbaio-economic
regulations at will guarantee and provide constant support of the
socialist, hubanistic, democratic"andecCnomiclly-productive
character.of the society. The following are extressiont of the

. ,

fundamental, goals and trends of overall development in Yugoslavia.:
an accelerated increase Of the ecOnamic power of the' society;, ")'

, continuation of Modernisation of the technological base-of the
., economy and of labolr-in general; more rapid improvement of -phe

poorly-balanced relations in' the occupational structure of the ,
, active population 1py reiriforcementrof the secondary and tertiary

. sectors; 4crease in the Tate' of empibyment; more encouragementan
',' freedom for.human 'Creativity in 82,1 forms of 'lie and 'work; a

significant rise in the real qandard Of livAg; and the dynamic
4

,
.

,, ,
IF
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and more complete" satisfaction of theyaried andieveie-il4reasing
needs and functions of modeim man in the fields of labour, socio-
politibal life (self-government'', gendral culture,'and re4peation:
The unity and correlation of these functions and needs giye birth
to the emancipation of labour and of man - a long-term objective
of 6.11. soeSety:

Within these designated social guidelines, where the indi-
vidual will more completely and more securely control the entire.
basisof his existence,.education is an essential facybran the
attendant' social and' economic structural changes. % Asa sphere of

-7= activity-4n which knowledge and the development of abilities are
attained, education is penetrating all areas of man's life and work

. and determining:the fate of all human'activities and needs. Indeed,
,the'liery basis*of the:socio-economic positibn and social power of

, the individual can be seen to lie in the degree of education, culture
and labour training he has bgen able to acquire. This will be even
`more significant as thescientIfiC and technological revolUtion
.advances under Yugoslav conditions. Already the degree of overall
culture and occupationalpotential of each individual .show signs of

-becoming primary.factors in.the recasting of the national occupation-
al structure.

t

1 ''
.

As increasing 1.ecognition,i.s given to work as the basis for
soceconomic position add for individual exercise of influence on
socidl,processes, knowledge and 'ability naturally gain in signifi-
capee. In our self-governing society', education, increases the
-quality of economic decisions and; in turn, leads to.a 'rise in
economic gain:

-)
4

,

.0bservations on the Development of Education'and its'Hateriai
Base ,

,_...^
, . .

os

, The postwar period has been characterised by a highly dynamic. '
--developmetair of education This is equally true in terms of young
people and adults enrolling at various levels and engaged in dif-
ferent_ fords,oreducatio41 and in termsof the growth of funds 'and

-- 'of_the overall material base 0 educatian.

1. The aims of educational development. policy inYugoslavia
embrace ,thee massive enrolment of the younger generations in

,
1emeniaryteducation; the rapid growth of enrolment of adolescents
in secondary education (eSpecially.vocational);.the encouragement
of an'enlarged,participation of adolescents and adults g higher.
education; the PartieipationOf the labour/406e in yarfous forms
Of vocational education and 'fur-tiler tiaining;.and'a highly-increased
share pf;ed,uca:tional costs being porn by the national budget... In
accordance with these aims,there hat been a progressive growth`dn
elementary educatiOn.* In. about 9,200 elementary schools (i.e.
four -yea elementary schools and lowei. gymnasiums)in the 1938/39
academic year, there was a total of'- ,560,460 pupilS;today, there
ape more than 2,800,000'plipilsIgttending over 15,000 eight-year
elementary. schools. Over4the same period, the 'number of secondary
,school pupils-increased from 232,000 to ,669,403. The mott dynamic
irate of-increase was recorded for higher education: in the 1938/39
academic year, 17,734 full -time students were registered at all

. .

i
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universities and other places of higher education; the,preseirt en-
raiment figure-is ab'out 1321.904 It should be added that about
540,000 adults annually increase 6their-qualification6 and educational
levels ,without job "interruption; 80, 000 of .these are engaged in part- 4

time studies at universities brother places of higher. education.

'In the eduoational,development policy of Yugoslaviat eMpilasip .

was aced'on'quantitative growth which, for the most partl, was
measure y the participation of individual_age-groups in borrespon-

. ding level f education. The.primary intention was'to make education
accessible to oth'young people,and adults, regardless of social
origin and_ the economic standitkof the, family or the community.' As
maybeilken frOm,thefigures already quoted, significant results ere
achIeved towards this end.,,Thyrablem of educational efficienc",\_.%
hOwever, did.pnot receive clue ,.attention, so the expansion in Yugoslavia
was accOmpaniedby dropping -outi repeating, and failure to complete
-sChool on tithe.::Every year about 300,000 pupils (i.e. about 10 per
cent pf,the total),_repeat a grade in eledentary'school. The,situation
af secondary level i-S similar: only about 65 to 70 per cent of pupils
4succeed in completing,thtir schoolingOn time, and every year about

. 12 per cent of all ,pupils repeat'a grade. The situation in higher
edubation is muc4 mare serious: is hve about every third student com-
pletes his studies.b4 time, and mgny.StudentY exceed the envisaged
time period by two to three years. The conclusion has been drawn
that this period of educationajimexpansion'cannot be allowed to con-
tinue without results 15eing-taXen into consideration. The problem
.of efficiency (qualitative aspAts) has therefore become of major

:.importance in the educational policy of, the Yugoslav ,society. Two
.of the basic alma of educatIondl pOlicy in recent years have been

..,
the modernisation Of educatiOn41 technology and the rational,useof
&nancial investment. These 1441 still provide the central pre-
o$bupation of educational policiLmakers,duripg the next ten -year`

. period.' ' , .,

N
,

'3.. The grow 'of,the material-tinancial base of education ,i's
,, -

cZosely aligned both with the economic growth of Yugoslavia'apd ,
.

with the increase of:national expenditure. On the whole, the ,

material base of educationNhasisliown a 'constant and "Progressive rise
in recent years. As to finance; twenty, years ago only'2.1 per cent
of the national revenue went tloeducation; in 1970, however, this v

`increasedncreased to"6 per cent. Yugoslavia as-a whole there has
.

.beenan annual. increase of'abol% 1- per cent over the last fifteen
years. In comparison with other OED Member countries, Yugoslavia 4

.

Minds Itself in the group that earmarks the highest percentage of ,
thelnational-revenue-fgroupeduca ion. , , i

, '
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PART ONE

c -

AN'ATTEMT TO DEFINE THE ESSENCE OF

REGURR* EDUCR.TION. AND ITS OBJECTIVES .

1. Recurrent education as the principal instrument for permanent
education, in Yugoslavia .

?

, -Erducation'is an inalienable part of human activity and work.'
fts'quality and level exercisea marked influence on.theTealisation
of man's potential characteristics, role, and social position as
well as on his social and individual rights and. power. In so view-
ing the value of education (in-the sense of knowledge and ability),
support'is given to the concept that it should be attained through-
out the entire course of one's lifetime. Historically,. this bslief
is not, pf courses-a new ones but it .is only in our oln times that
earnest efforts are being Made to turn:it into o-a reality.

.

h
i

rmanent educationlis /lbw seen as an imperative prerequis ite
for the advancement of the economy, for improving the quality of
social relatidns and f6r man' more completevrealisation as an in-

, dividual. .Because Of its importance, permanent education is being .

assigned an important role in,attaining educatiOnaI objectives in-
. many- countries. .

4 . -

. .

. For many yearenow, arid most frequently in recent times, it
has been agidtinsalmost al1.European cotntries (regardless of the
character of socio-political order or the degree of technical-

lk;econoMic development)' that eduoatIon,is 'faced with an acute crisis.
and that its traditional organisation, contentcand methods cannot .
satisfy the demand arising from dokitemporary social and economic
development. .

,

'.
- .

i. .

.

This "educational crisis of society" most frequently takes
the form of: conflict between inforeasingicindividual demands for
education and the economic ability of society to satisfy these
demands; barriers blocking the access to higher education (the
monopolistic,positton of Certain,typeS of schodls restricting the
general vertical mobility of pupils; slowness in.refoiming the.pres-7.%
Ant school system and creating one founded on the:_concept-9-f-mr-- : 4, .

-4, manent education; the poor return on financial investments in . .

1:
sducation (repeating, dropping-out and, failure to complete school
on time); the domination, of encyclopaediaism in the teaching system;
variance between the ddvelopmental needs ge e. country and.the
iroccutational-qualiTicational structure ofischool "outputs"; the
absence of. a more efficient socio-economic link between education
and other spheres of human activity; the role played by the State
and other mediators in,the establishment and implementation of a

.
developmental policy for education;, and severe rebtriction'on
independent action by pu sv students, workers, and other interes-
ted citizens. Addition ly, there is an incompatibili y%between the
read role Of education n economic development and the current policy
of providing funds. Ed cation is recognised, at least in theory, as

. . 4
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a factOr in economic agPsocial-life
developmental strategy, but from the
management of financial resources it
self -that has no connection with oth
employed there.

and a decisive elelent in
standpoint of provision and
isi treated as a sector by it-

er spheres of work or the people

'There have, of,course, been some efforts to bring a
radical-transformation, in the educOion,secterLbut the f
that have been made up to now have certainly not been of
enough to enable' education to keep up with the rate and
of development in other sectors And in ociety as a wh
do they satisfy the needs of modern man. I to,

/

Fdr this res.-son, the last ten!yearS have been
earnest enteavours,' both in Yugoslavia and in Emily o
to get theobncepof permanent.education accepted
philosophy of education and to'find s6itable met
reality. Demands for its actual realisation wesle
rapid champs pcourri g in all areas of human endeavour, especially
in science technolo , and 'the organisation of labour. It was only
natural that education, as one of the work sector's of society, should
be affected by. these changes. It had, of course, contributed to them
itself in some measure, but the other sectors of society were not
entirely satisfied with this contribution. led to criticisms
of educption, its efficiency, quality, Aemocracy, scope, up-to-date
use of scientific knowledge and of other factorsf.

out
w changes

?ectivet
/efficiency.
e. Nor

marked by
her countries,
s part of the

o to make it a.
alidated by the

Thd practice of giving exclusive priority, to full-time youth
education htsreflected negatively on the contact between school and
lifesoutide, on the rate at which scientific advances have'been
absorbed into the,curricula, and on the selection of educational
content. It has also caused young peoplre to spend an unduly long
period of time in relative isolation froi the rest of the working
world. As this period increases; so the integration of the edua#
tional system with the life of society in general becdmes more and
more impossible.,

All these generalisations are valid for the conditions and
circumstances prevalent in Yugoslavia, and the demands fOr permanent
education were already crystallising there ten years ago. The in
tention to 'bring about radical changes in the system of education'
and in educational p=olicy was expressed in the General Law on
Education (1958) and in the Resolution on.Vocational Education (1:60).
This,trend was given new impetus by the Resolution of the Federal
Assembly on the DeVelopment of Education on the Basis of Self-
Government in 1970 wAiikhactually outlined the fundamental. precepts
and components of the En developmental strategy for edUdation.

'Nevertheless, our present system of education is still con-
centrated almogt entirely on young people in such a way that they

:are kept apart from a.tive life for a long period of time. Moreover,
there is a constant tendency to prolong this type of schooling even
further, in other words, to increase the number; of years that young
people. spend uninterruptedly in the-educational probess. If_we add
to this the cases of schooling prolonged beyond, the envitaged period

.by 'repeating grades or failure to, complete higher education in time,
then it is painfUlly obvious that young people spend too much un-
broken-time inquiring. their education. This is not to Say,

..
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however,, _that too much of an individual's time is devoted to educa-
tion. Quite the contrary, for M.oderh social trends demand educated
and able persons. The cruxofithe matter is the distribution of
this time over the whole'of the individual's working life as dis-
tinct from its concentr4tion_within the period of his youth. There
are ho longer y serious reasons for maintaining this latter 'con-
dition while t ere are naaerous factOrs that speak positively' against
it.

.

One of these factors is related to a specific_ characteristic
of Yugoslav society:' keeping entire-generations'of young people

away 'from active life' for long periods of.time while they are being
educated means under Yugoslav conditions - that they pre being
,kept away from diregt, participation.ih self-government decisicin-
making on .essential affairs-concerni*labour and other sectors Of
public life. The right to work implies IL whole series of other
rights, of which the right, to participate in self-government decision-
making is one of tha\more important in our,preseAt-day society.
Ton- inclusion in th6,,labourprOoess Means, for 'all practical purposes,
the loss or postponeteht of-the "privileges" enjoyed by older people.
It also means exclusion from the independent and forceful role that
'otheb.young,peopie ecercise on the politics and development 'of the
society.

This, to a great extent,' is the cause for many of the politi,-.

cal and social conflicts between generations and for the dissatith'-
y- faction displayed by young people to' lards the world-and life surround-

img them, a world and= life "arranged' fortheM by their elders. The1 ,

expressed deSire of:young people to play a more active role in civic
affairs is, therefor'ej e- protest agaihst the system of education `and
a demand for its Oaajw!1

Recurrent aducftion offers an Opportunity for just such par-
,

ticipation because it'aasumel that_makay young people,, if given the
chance to acquire progressively higher skills in an occupational
Category, will enter active life4mmediately after obtaining their
first school qualifications in the kDOwledge,that they can subsequent-
ly return to fulI-.tima schoolihg whei!Cthey feel the need and have put
themselves in a condition to do so. $La this way, every individual
will nave complete freedom to make decisions on the size of his first
"package" of knowledge' (i,e. when he '.leaves school for the first time
and joins the active labour force) add on if and when. he will return
for a second, larger andlaore complei!"educational package". The

/ most important factor herd is that t& individual will be able td
. R

leave the labour market and return tO7'4:education at the point where- , . -

he left off. Selfzinitiative, which14as very often thwarted in spite
Of tiie fact that t'was clearly so neessaryl,will now be able to come
into ;1211 expres On. t"

This cofcept_of recurrent edugkbion (which will be .presented
in more 'detail later.in thiA text) also offers one of the sire
solutions for the eftednoational crisi's-of society" already referred
to and pkits intorconcrete form the strategidal stand taken in the
Resblution of the Federal Assembly op: the Development of Education
on the Basis of Self- Government. Recurrent education, as a means
for obtaining true democracy in educational opportunity, would
therefore bringtabout changes in'thd,system of education of partic-
ular significance in the socio- economic and political context.

. 4i
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Such possibilifie5 as these- offer-`recurrentrecurreiit edlication

make the idea deserving of very/serious attention. It is a rely -,

tively new approach tbto theorganisation of labour and'the education
of people that,preatea ptmeroukopportuniti s for man as an individ-

ual , and colledotiv,ly in all the principhl - eas of human activity.
At fir.s-q'glanfel.the sharpness of this ing point makes it seem
a. daring dove,,more-like ajar-sighted vis on of the SUture than a
realistic possibility of the present. How ver, .a clafer look reveals
the feasibility of its becoming:part of,a future thafThas already
begun, as is the case in so many 4her ar as of proggas. This can
be evidenced even,in the present RYS-teta --:-.d, polidy-drbdubation,
especially7in the field of adult educati. where therm of recur-
renteduca-kidn'fis already alive. *.r ..

eAl . t
--s. ..

2. The fundamental features of the con e t of'recurrerni
--,.... e ucationlas here proOosed

-._
' -

, e'
'

-

Recurrent education should_be onsideredla post-elemeniary '

system of education whose basic char teristic is the alternation
. of education and active life through ut an indpidualis entire
lifetime. This implies abandontiblit if the generallylapplied prac-
tice of

concentrating.{ form\
.41

sedbat on. in the periodIbf youth.
41'o

, The most imporfanpeSsentl.a s of recurrent edifcation can be

formulated in. the following," wad:
.

.

,
.

(a) relates to secondhry and higher eaucatIth, i.e. to
.,all e,ducation following complete general "elementary)

-
111 ediaption.that is mutual and uniform for all children.
,2 and adolescents, up to a specific age-level determined.

by lay or:regulations of comparable authority.
r . . .

(b) If' consistently and equally encompasses all age-groups,-
upward from the maximal age-leve for general. (elementary)

4°
. education. -the opportunity to everybody, es-.

pecially to those employedl'to return to ducation when
they feel .the need to, do so, .and when thelphysical con-
ditions for this exist. In this way the*can acquire a
higher level of education, qualification :ft specialisation
(or retraining. regardless of when they xeceived their
previous.educational qualification. ThisicaLrbe done
several times in the.course of one's wOrk*ng life, right

.up to the highest level in the educatione1. system.
- .

(c) People leaving employment to return to t4 'educational
process should be afforded the same fundidental rights
s they enjoyed as employees, that is - 4cudulation of

. ,k7,years for the right to retirement, 46alth and social-
insurance (for themselves and their famillies), personal
income and participation in self - government decision -
making. In this way, an individual's ca*er wouldAormal-
ly consist of successively alternating periods '

periods of schooling in order to attain gher levels of
knowledge and skills or to give further ainingpto'his
'abilities.

1
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Considering the,high,percqnpage of adults and employees who
' have not completed elementary edlleation, recurrent education in: ,451,'.=

,-1-Yugaslavia'could also include elementary education for adults.
Supporters of this idea assert that,` if recurrent education does
not embrace elementary education, results at!,the post-elementary
level wi11 bp impaired. According to this conception, the prin-
ciple of recurrent educa-uign ihoulebra applied to the entire educe.-
tion'al system, regardless of the level, form, or beneficiary of
education'.

,,

On the baSis of the essential,features listed above, the
following working definition can,be made: Recurrent education is
one of the fundamental principles of the educational policy of a
societ- that enables regularly employed people to acquire,, repeated
ly an successively in the course of their work-careers, higher
levels of education and skills on the basis of mutually-invested 1;
funds, without loss of-any of the basic rights afforded by plotec- -tive labour laws.

It folloWs from this that recurrent education is a principle Lit:
with:Li-1 the national organisation of education and labour, the
realisation of which demands a new strategy, mpthods, resources,
and instruments to .enable the necessary reorgahisation. In this
sense,°re8urrent,educati,on is of directed solely towards the sector
of education but impinges als upon-other Melds of activity, es-
pecially in connection with thapereation o thoSe_precepts that are
necessary for its realisation. 'It is not just a new, form of educa7,-
tion, -parallel with or confronted by existing forms, but _rather an
entirely new system with all its implied-foundational elements. Itv
is the path towards at reconstruction that will enable the realiati
of permanent education by successive periods of alternating work'an
eduCatipp, the achievement ofAcuality among generations and complet,g- .

'exercise of the Fight of workaAtgpeople and citizens to education -X
all in accordance Opith the demand of society and the interests of
individuals. Recurrent educatio4 creates conditions for the rationak-
and effective optimalisation of man's labour activity and creative
potential, in parallel with his vocational development and with the, g.
developmerit of his overall personality.

The realisation of recurrent education will depend upon the s4r
economic power' of local social and labourlenkrironments, their con-
sciousness of the need for radical changes, in education and their
readiness to organise and activ@ly guide the construction of a new
system by trans'orming the present one. Special emph-isis should be
placed on self-government and its role in, this procesW recurrent
education under Yugoslav conditions means ,the self-governing
organisation of education and labour which is not a-Priori estab-
lished and managed by the Stat,_ but rather by the collective effort
of working people and citizens, all areas of labour and_ in all
sectors of society. Agreement and decision-making by working peopl
in a system of associated labour will define the character as well
as the degree of realisation of recurrent education.in both the
smaller and the larger countries:

. a

r
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3. Recurrent'edtcatidn'and the present "system" and policy
of adult education

-
;

1n-order to obtain, a more precise understanding of the essence
of recurrent education, it must be studied in relation to adult edu-
cation - which is an integr part of the overall educational system.
The reason for this is not ik in any way place recurrent education in
contradiction with adult education, or vice-versa, Itt,-rather to
define. more clearly-the chpvAnter of recurrent educati as a newly-,
proposed strategy and to show its relationship towards present edu-
cational fobms, directions and strategies.

Recurrent education and adult education are connected by two
ftndamental ties: both are involved in the realisation of permanent
education (as the basic stratekical principle) and both ax te intended
for.adtlts (1): However, each has its own specific features and these
shoUld.be re-stated in order to avoid any misunderstandings It
should be made especially clear that recurrent education neither. ,

negates nor absorbs all present forms and opportunities of adult '

education.

3.1. First of ail, adult education_ intheory and practice, not only
in Yugoslavia but throughout the world, is a form ,of part-time educa-
tion that Is usually engaged in during leisure time (after working
hours) and predominantly stands outside the regular school system.
It includes all levels of education and skills - from elementary to
highet eduction, as well as various forms'of refresher courses and
ftrther,-vocational training.. Adult education also provides numerous
means for general and cultural advancement and offers information on
various areas of economib, social and cultural life - according to
the particular interests expressed by individuals. It provides an
example of the significant influence exercised by the beneficiaries
of education on teaching content (curricula)..

Other characteristics of the preseitrsystem of adult education
ere that benefiCiaries can, but ±e not compelled to, enjoy_ certain
privileges accorded by the labour regulations as to work time (shorter
hours, changing of work shift, brief leave for examinations), and
,the participation of enterprises, Socio-political organisations,
associations, etc., in providing smaller or larger grants towards
the costs of their education., textbooks and other aids. Long leaves

are given to a relatively small number of beneficiar s, -p arily
of absence with pay for the purpose of schooling are very ,ra and:

those acquiring higher education in the regular school system:

' Many, Yugoslav firms take employees off their normal job and°
send them to courses or seminars asting several months or for further
training andispeciali-dation *thOltgh some form Of organised,
education. Many adults -also `acquire vocational skills and higher
levels of education at adtlt education institutions, employment
bureaux, "regular" sdHUdis or at several other .centres.

.
(1) Iht this sense, an adult is consider=ed .to be a'person.who h

reached the legally-prescribed age (according to Yugoslay
regulations) for employment'eligibility.

. -1g-
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Onzthe whole,,therefoDe, adult educatiOn is.a kind of addi-

tion to the present, traditional.struCtlire of; education. The thigher
or lower number of adults parti6ipating in various forms of education
has not essentially changed the institutional or pedegogicaldidac-
tical structure of the regular system of formal ectlitatj;son aIthbugh
it has had a bertain, positive ilhfluende upon-it. ,This_does not.
diminish the importance general ou*ut df adult edlication in
YugPslamia nor is.ittp blamerfor;.the.slow-transformatiOnpf the,
educational sys-qm. It does,-however-indicate the inadequate
position of adult education in the overall: systemin'gpite of the
alleged equality with the education gived to the young,people.,

t

3.2. In contrast With tfte'arrangements ±6 adult education,
recurrent education should make possible the-regular schboling of
adults in an educational system ..that will be created by the trans-
formation of the present one. 'It will be intended primarily for,
regularly employed people who.wish to attain'a higher 1@vel- of \,

education or professional training, or who,wish to retrain for a
new occupation, by' taking-up their schooling again at .the Toint
wherd they left it. The time thus spent in school will be .treated
as time spentipn the job, the beneficiary being given leave with
pay for a specific period of time. In this way,, the occasional
oinor *privileges that Were afforded will ,be exchanged for just one,
but Significant, benefit'. So what was considered to be an exception/
and the privilege df some is now being extended as a matt' of
principle to all working people and for all levels and t suj:4of
education.

Urilike adult education (which, as said, is a kind:of additiOn
to the present system), recurrent education, as an integma part of) 4

// the overall system, should begin radically to transform Ihe,iradi-
tional "regular" school system and thus eliminate the strict divi--1
sion between education for youth. and for adults.- Realisatidn of
ithe concept of recurrent education will completely break down the. .

present vertical and.horizOntal structure of the edubational system,
a consequence that Will be, explained in more. detail later in this '

report. .

It is important to note that recurrent education is not in
conflict with adult educationor does it_make it superfluous. The
:two comi)lement'each 'other. For this reason, adult education will
not only be obliged to remain in,existence, but it will have to

' develop more intensively. As the acquirement of higher le-Vels of
skills financed by socially -owned funds is a *process that'obtains
thrbugheut-an individual's entire career, recurrent education will
draw adult edudation directly 2nto the educational system, where
it will become a component part. 1 The traditional manner of acquiring
occupational_knowledge and bkill'4 (usually ealring one's.youth and
as part of tlie pattern of labour) zf '11 then be,completelySchanged.
In addition to this, there will stil be more than .enough room for

. various forms of leisure-time adult ducation, ranging from further
training and innovations in,an occup tion to the provision of broadly
based information and oultui.al'advancement for the'working people.
There is also sufficient space in the new regular system of education,
of which recurrent education is a part, for all forms of adult educa-
tion, especially'prther training'cir refresher courses.

7 .20
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4. -The=objectives of recurrent "education

4.1.' ''Recurrent WduAti"On'offers equal educational opportunit-ylto
4. people of diffeyent,aaes: --;i1 the basic legislative documents of
4.4,:our,secielty (the Qonstitiution of the Socialist Federal Republic of
reUgoslaVia, the constitutions of the socialist republics, etc.) the
Priiiciplq!is clea_tly stated that all members of society haveean
equal.rigp:to education, regardless of social origin or other
factors. In Principle), they have access to all schoOls and other
educational instittitionb.Onose.services they use in accordance with
their individual oPPortunities, inclinations, and abilities.

rl ,
The real sation'pfthis'principle is. accompanied, however, by

numerdus diffic leies:and departures that lead to various contradic-
tions_and ems'. (hne. of these is the 'very real disparity between
older and younger genere.tions'in the matter of education opportunity,
espediallyetor post elementary education., Many schools cater for a.
specific age grolipand are not open to adults. .Further, when adults .

are ablel,to return to schgoI, conditionefon)entifty may be much more
diffieultfor them - foi example, job r3sulte, ac4evement in earlier
educat±oil, .economic need for further ed'acation,,th'il willingness of
the employing firm to provide certain benefits or to-po.y.costs.
There are'also-a.,number of other factorsof a personal°or family
nature thalk:lay ''Severely restrict the opportunity of re-entry.

s

The root-Cause ofIthese difficulties lied in the conditions
inherent in our present tysteth of education. The most important of
these is age restriction, especially for secondary education. Hence,
the theoretical-oppertunity for every citizen to enjoy the right to
education is, for all cract,ITN1 purposes, limited to a relatively
brief period durinehis youth. tf he 'foregoes thiq opportunity

"

He is then,lef to,:chOOM.from among three-alternatives: '(i) to
(which is frequently the case), the individual willrumiss the bus.

remairi'uneducatfa4or Insufficiently educated (which means less 'chance
of his getting accepted for employmeniin theproduction sector, or,
if he succeeds.in this,' his share oftheaabour gains Will be lower);
(ii) to acquire education t4rough various forms of part-time school-
ing (which recluirehigh Motivation, ambition, physical strain,{
various sacrifices, .and financial liability 7 the latter, in most
cases, is incurred by the individual becausd'about 95.per cent'of
educational funds are, pent on the.education of children and adoles-
de-Ats in,the regular schooi.sysiem; (iii) p be relieved of job
obligations andsent by:the employing concern to attend a regular
school (which is very rare and almost ;exclusively provided for
acquiring higher education). It is no wonder that most people
choose the first of these thrhe alternatiyes, the economic, social,
cultural, political, and other consequences of which willbe self-
e\rident., .

. On the other dideOf the coin, as the result of constant
social advancinent and the, ever-increasing_demands being placed
on education, the youhger generations are receiving broader' and
more thorough edycation thanformerly, On ,the whole, the education
they now receive -keeps abreast with scien'ti'fib and technical advances
and with the technological demands of the preduction and other seer
tors of employment.: All this offers.enormous advantages to the

.
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' yo er generations,.but it threatens the older generations with
bein ushed back into less complicated jobs with lower income op-
por ty and a smaller shareiin the profits. This mainly concerns
the 3 40-year7old genetat'on which was educated under prived

ns but still has/47-ong period of work ahead of i .

\-4K-/
Since it offers an opportunity or adults to participate in

the 'educational process when this is desired,Lrecurrent education
Pro 'des one of,the most effective means of overcoming this disparity
of ducational advantage as bepeen generations - a disparity, let-.
i be said, that is rapidly diminishing and will gradually disappgar.

sparity"resulting from the difference ieeconomicbosition of in-
dividuals' and their faMilieS._ is also,being abolished by the con-
stitutional right allpmembe*'of society ow have to education. This

. right relates not only to those who missed the opportunity of school
ing_at some time during4their youth, but aldo to those who - for some ,,
reason .or another - wish to,acquire a higher level of education or
4111 and to develop the# abilities. 4

f0-f

14.

The point here is -604t inuividual can make hits own'deci- g-
sion as to when he will-re-=enter organised education either to satis-'
fy his personal need for knowledge or the demAnd by society for
special types and levels of trained personnel. Of course, the job
opportunities offered by public and labour collectives will 14 taken
into consideration when he decides on the type of programw and the -

time to be spent on-lt. However, the collectives' views relate more
to the apportionment of time between work and learning than, to the 4

granting or restricting of, educational opportunity that, potentially
at any rate, will always be available.

Deliberations coderning the equality of educational oppor--

tunity for all age-groups have been principally directed up to the
present towards the older generations with the air of awarding them
an e ual position with the younger age-groups. However, there is
anpt er side to this. The position-of younger people insociet
is h weaker.if, by detaining themselves for an excessively 1
Period. in full-time education, they remain on the sidelines and
not participate in .the solution of urgent social problems stemming`.,
from labour and self=government or in the everyday struggle for the
improvement of econnic, social, cultural and other living conditions.
Work' and purpose activity are the basis of man's existence, and
the younger generations will continue to be handicapPedso long as
they are botnd by the trAditionalioelief that their task is only to
learn and train for the active life that will come later.'

1

Recurfent education will help to eliminate this cause for_
disquietibecause young people, knowing that they will be able to '

acquire more education later 6n, will enter active life at an
earlier point and so can make a greatercontribution to the develop7
tent and advancement of society. The positive effects of this will
be numerous and alkost too far-reaching to comprehend at the present
moment:in time. .

.!

4.2. Recurrent educatibn prolon the individuar's4adtive Career,gA
and increases his labour output. The number of fUlli-time'stadents
at the secondary and, especially, higher levels of education is
uninterruptedly and rapidly increasing in alMost all countries of
the world. The trend of this increase ilimbing at a dizzy speed

¶1
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and creating many spatial ivOi.material prpblems. This 14$ brought
a, number of countrie_eto_ c3nsider introducing entolment-festrictions
for places of Aigher eduction. This is_ true for Yugoslavia alsb
but the cOncernis almostentire4 for.erolment in the universities,
wherethere 'is +a low percentage of completion of studies (not only
within the "official" time period but in general as well) and the
percentage of drop-outs is high.,

Parallel, to this phenomenon,, throughoutd.the wqrld and in
Yugoslavia, there has been a consistent prolongation of schooling
at all levels.by the simne addition:of a certain number of years.
This, has crewed a itua0on whereby:a large number of pedble in
each age-group have remained at School for a very long time and are
isolated frop participation in activities outside.. This applies tt .

a' high proportion of the 16718,age-group, but also increasingly to
young people up to 22 years,of age. Only after this long period is
an Individual able to enters active life, but then Again he is in
danger of, becoming isolated - this time. from. education. In spite
of the need\l'or constant ,,further training or che.nge.'in skills almost
no opportunities for this have been pZ.ovided.

41

Ak , The question is justifiably posed as to whether there is any
sensel'in continuing with this policy, which actually divides a man's
life into three periods:' learning and "preparation for 1,ife"; his
career'at work; and waiting:for the, "quiet life". It is not only .,
economiq reasons that protest against this situation, although they
are the most tangible and the, ones most frequently exprAsed. Of
no less signific e are sociological, pedagogical (in particular
r latedto,adult ed cation), psychological, and logical apguments.

t' T e creation of a g p and an artificial conflict between:the younger
and the older g ner .tions is just one of the /pdosirab"le Cdonsequsirofces., From a so ogical point of view, it is positively harmful--
to chop up an individual's e erience sharpl*into practical and
theoretical,periods,.into eriods of preparation and periods of
"production", because this leads to conflicts.betWen th%Values
acquired in the course of schooling and those acqiied-later, in
active life.

,

The means'fo,r_dispellipg this situation and its inherent--.-
contradictionlin our country were provided by the already-mentioned

'Resolution of the Federal Assembly on theDevelopment of Education
on the Basis of Self-Government. In this Resolution it is specifi-
pally stated that, .in the future, higherlevels of education should
*normally:be-atte.ined-while oh-the-job. Recurrent education provides 14L
just the polidy and strategy for this, enabling the consistent and

. practical realisation of the principle in this Resolution while
eliminating many of the factors that have led to-the unsatisfactory
state Of affairs hither-to. The alternation of work and education,
or'their comblnation; enables the individual to gain experience
through learning and pradtical-activity at a higher level when he
is cognisant'of/preciselir what knowledge is needed and the purpose
for which it is required'. .0 .

,

The entry,oT individuals into active life after acquiring
specific knowledge and abilities, working at jobs for. which their
knowledge qualifies them;-and then returning to a school system in
order to gain4.igher leVeld of skill and qualification, will in

23 -
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to-way- litc141.ce. he total number of people receiving post-elementary
education. Indeed, this should not be the result of any efteational

,

policy because in the end, it would not lead to progress . Whntf

recurrent education does is to create a different distribution of
man's activities, * by successive altetnation between work and Ilearn-

lc ing, otUn-the-job learning and formal learning in'-0.1e educational

-system.. InaVhis way the Boundaries between the differAt periods
. in an individual's life are effacedland.he,enters active iife,at an

earlier,stage(than formerly and completes his education at a later
one.,,,Vor most\people, the work span and the post-elemehtary educe,-
tioil span will almost coincide.
.... -

/ . r t

4.3.1 Recurrent education glg .arantees the adaptability of education ,

to the Social needs of highly qualified manpower. The lack of' ,

- flexibility of the present educational system in matcding its
t'output" to the immediate and long-term needs of other sectors in
terms of specific. levels of skill and sets of personnel- qualifica-
tion ,has often been criticised. Changes in te4nology and the ..

.gresd'andetheir application in, the produCtion sector s well as in'
organhation of labour that ocOuras the result' of slentifi6 pro-

others. are- frequent- and intensive. 'The ret i. of these changeS is

4K\
4 very high and their duration at any'pne lekrel is becom" increasing-
ly Shorter before yet newerichanges take4eir place. 1,. i in'
addition to'other things,' leads to a high mobility of personnel -.
a phenomenon that is becoming quite normal in contemporary life.
At the ,same time, earlier-attained know144ge. rapidly becomes out-

, ..' dated in the light of technological advance so it becomes necessary
for .individuals to change their jobs and their skills several -billies

in the course of theit working life. On this account the already'
,evident difficulties in long-term occupational planning will con-
tinue to increase.

All this underlines the outdatedness-of an'.educational policy
that restricted education to 'the younger years and aspired-to give
the individual sufficient knowledge and ability for a,whole lifetime
by keeping 'him tied .to the "school i*ach" for exceedingly long
periods of time and preventihg him'4rom takingArt in life outside.
This policy was adequate when life auld work-were much less dynamic
than-they are 'now; but all signs indices that today's rapid tempo
can only increase.

°.All this makes new 'demands op' the educational sector = above
* all that it shouid maintain an_Uninterrupted,study of changes in

the labour see-tor and ac4.1st itself accordingly so that it can be
an factor in influencing further development and change. It
is in just this sense that education in its Pfesent state lags
behind and is unable to keep abreast of the changes occurring t
whole time in society. The verb nature of thiS sector is such t at .
it leans towards traditionalism and educational changes rarely occur.
Hence the necessity for.constant efforts to diminish.the disparity
between the need for personnel with particular qualifications and
the provision for their proper training.

..//
. Recurrenreducation provides a very effective organic connec-

tion between education and'other fields of activity and betliOn the
agencies 04:supply and demand in the labour market .at-the right' time
and withlthe right people, and it is'a means for making the educa-
tional system more sensitive to technological change.and social

=-0
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progreis. '$ rther; it cayiprovi e educhatio:k

and mobility that obtain in other sectors of society (as: expressed

in modern methods ot work) .by changing its content, its structutt,'

and its organisational system.- 4
, ,

4.4. ..Rec'renteducati.onivesbet-.oI.__g3ortuniti'forinrationt.e
of education in the self-management system. The pOer of the Ctate

ein the fief of education began to diminish long ago in Yugoslavia.

Today, -all education is within the competence of the socia],igt repub-

tics, provinces municipalitieSr and partially of the business.nd

i ustriaI seCtorsof.the economy.
. \ 1 9

\ Q ,
T . X

9

Q Y '
PM.' S

>. \,e, , ,

: Edu,cationfitse.lf has also undergone a signifiCant.developMent.

.
in the directionfof delf-governmeht. This is to says that the orking

.

people, *played in the edubation sector,7 ve gained a more inf, 6ntial

role in-liakins decisions on the'internalrl fe and Work in theigr,in-

stitutions aril op educational policy '-

-,.)

Ne erthelesb,. this detie on ent Was of )a highly bonpradictOryl!

character dadequate-gelf-go rnment and"socio-econpftic relations y

An the educatfOnal, sector are ear from 'being What they` should. .Thls,

_idods not ,apply.oPly td ;.the socio-econOmic,relations-between education,.
and other fields? of Laboiar, but within 'he.educatiop teotor itself. .

,

',-;.,,i The piinsipal'cause of thiS shortaminids the 94nner=of.col-..
letting, unifying, and distributingfunds appropriated fdr education:

he cost of education is only very slowly being recognised as, one of
the-necessities fir development inth0.socio-economic 'sector: .,The

influence exercised b'Sr woi.king people_ pay taxes for edUcttion)

on educational. policy,,,.6n1the deveropirent the educaticinal system,

`and on theQappropri4tion.a0 diStrikaition of these funds is still: I,

inadequate. So is the influence of educational personnel i/i forthu-A.

itting itstrVe,cdst. ! ,

e '1
i , . .

''' . fI --.,c

'The ResolutiOn of the. Federal, on the Developmentz,of

Edtcation on the Basis of Self - Government encourages the rapid de-

velopment of- managing socio- economic system in edliCation and

its integration
into.the_self-governing;soci9.1'order: -This is not

t. only an idealogical-pdliticalmatter,.but-an esselitial point.in the-

functioning'of integrairself-governMent ,° \
'2.

r \o , w ....,

.
ThelOtroduction and consistent realipatioh of rebuti.ent

education would make this objectivea-realiTtr. Transformation of- '

the system of-post-elementary education, which Would be carried 01,1t,

as part of thevirrtrodu9t,ion of re&uvent%'edueStio9ilt woulqmean that

: enterprisesjcould exercise a' higher influence,pn edudation,in all

0 : its e, sentiaa. affairs, naively conte:ntl'the'educational network;
educational dorms,, work organisation, duration of courses, day-td' -day

,. running. .(30..niitions would,thus be. created so that ill positive -.

economic and'non-economic,trends would be directly reflectea in' the
.' performanoejof education andf,conversely, education would play' ari

active role ih economic' and social develoiDMentsi , 4, .,. (-7° ,,

.t,

-
/

The-integration.of education with/other sectors c) labdar, .. ;..

.should accelerate-planning because.the,develooment of a bel:f-governIng

society requires conscientious action. 'and guidance; However, such= ''

..planning miwt b9 the result of agreement arrival' at by the self-:

governing fictors in development, and'not ofan order handed down.by

- the Sbate. This is also true for planning the development of educe-

tion and pe sonnel, which is apart of overall planni* and, ih a

certain se , is also a prerequisite,for achieving the aims ofthe _.

total plan
.

.

i, .
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A feeherakreview of the human factor in Yugoslavia ,as a
basis for recurrent education

4

r . .

., The,Structui.e ot.the active and edployed,population as con-
-cernalschooI background, vocational edieation and job training does
not satisfythe:needs of the present dynaMic development of Yugoslavia2.,

, neith'or does it correspond ,to an organisation and division of labour--,.

that effectively serves the business sector. Such a situation pro-vides a decisive reason,for the introduction of recurrent...education
'ger the'whole working populatibn, and, especially for those employed
in. industry. This is confirmed by the following data. (1)
5.1.' Ahcording,to the populatioiiiendus of 1961; Yugoslavia-. had a,According ,to4ipal

of 18,549,291 inhabitants (2). In 1969, this number had grown

be about 20,5702(100.
,to'20,351,000; at the end of 1970,the population was estimated,

,
. .

(-7/. .- In 1, there were 143611,415 inhabitants oiler the .age ofrten (in'19 there were about 17,00010P0)1and 6,780,135 between
'the.agefrro twenty and forty-five (in 1970 there were ab9ut
9,000,000). If only every tenth of ,those people took part in recur-

, Tent;education:, there would be an enbrmous qualitative rise .in the
. level of vocational training- and the general abilities of the

,population. '-' .
14 , ,

ni a i 0 . o .

Of the total number of inhabitants over the age of ten in 1941
(14,611,415), 33.3 per cent (4,864,315) had.no school training what-

' sdever, :while 48.5 per ,cent -(7,092,845) had completed only the first
folir_grades of. elementary school.. Only 7.3 per cent 0.,068,549) had
completed-eight years; at elementary school.

' .,-
.

., As to --training above lhe.,elementary,leveil the greatest part
.

of the active population had completed school for:skilled and highly-
skilIed,'workers (877,758 or,040 .per dent), 311,627 (2.1 per cent))3adbeen to seeondepy vocational :schools, 175,915 (1.2. per cent) 'to gym-nasiums, 64:'2A '0.4 nerecen0 to junior noll'ages and 132,456'0.9
npr cent)'-to ,:criversities-q.nd other Univerfd.P-level_institutions.

:

The situation today, shows a significant improvement in
,

elementary and directionalised (post-eleMentary) education, both in
the sens&of increased school training,and in the proportions between'
the different educational levels.

.
c

-

A-census takenrof-,amployed people at the end of 1968 strongly
--- indicates the teed for recurrent education and the great opportuiii-,

ties'that are:open:to it.

,(1),,Statistieki godisnjak*SFRJ za' 1970: godinu (The YugOlav .

, ' . Statistical Yearbook,,for 1970).
' "" .4,

(2) At the' beginning-of April'' 1971 a. uew4complete population census°-
was taken-td,Yugosravia, and this should proyide very useful, . ,

:data'tforath present -work on recurrent educatien. It is expec-
. ted thafisome,comprehensive results will'be availabledn the, -
=saeond-half of t4is

,t.
o
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(a) The` total of peons dmplyed by the Otate' in that year
minip. atoslavia w s z3,508;225. .The school training of , -

these people-,was es. Soll'ows:
. , . . ..

NO schooling or)with '1-3 grades 273,133 ,(7.8 per cent)
of elementary school .

Uncompleted eletentary school 11045,327 (29.8 per cent)
.(from 4th, tb 7th giades)

Elementary sdhoo-1 (eight-year) 647,629 (17.5 per, "cent)

Various types of secondary
sch9o1

° Junior, colleges, and advancedr
level vocationa* schools
Universities and other

. university -level itistitutions
A total of 1,542,1a5 or 4=3.9 peg cent of employed persons had,

therefore, acquired post74ementary education. Other practical 4
,direct beneficiaries of recurrent%education are the 1,609,000 em- ,

ployed people; with no more than c mplete .'and incomplete elementary
school trainingi,;, Intensive efforts are- b.eing made to get employed
elementbry Schoo' diop-outs to complete heir educ tion. This ap-.
p3;ies also to these class 'led as illiterate. .

1264,480 (36'.0 per'tent)

-.4!04,360 (3.,0 per cent)

. 173,285 (4.9 per cent),

C2;

"(b) Theceructure of employed rSons according to level of
votbnal education in thev same yeai, .(1968) was:

,
tionel.education, 173055 (4.9'per cent). ./

With,- higher vo
tf

-4 With junior co lege- levet].

vocationa education

With secondary vocational
.),eduoation

With &vier vo

116,054 (3.3 per cent)

475,409 (133 per'- cent)

ational education , 311,066 (8.9 per cent) ,

Worke/4s -"234,317 (6..7 pdi cent) ,k3

Skilled
.

woFkers. 4 8 6544 (254 ,per, cent)

Semi skilled. workers' 8 726 (13:.4.,,Aer gent).

Uhdkilled Workers ',' 834;644 (3.8. Der .cent)

z
4. -:., j .v'' .7

As may be ten fom these -figures, ehoimous reserves for .

recurrent') educatio lie tdormanti. especially among those with lgwei
vocational ,dducaion and the semi-skilled and unskilled workerd.

-,/ , 7 ,

(c) Especially 441/ubtrative of ,this 'point is the .structure
of employedIoersons according, to tlie level of vocational
'training.tactually required for thep respective jobs _

(whether in fact,- they possess it.. or noti) In :1968 thid
j was "-as, follows :

t%
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/

Higher vocational training 218,086 (6,a per cent)

' '151,965 (4;5 perccent)

,vb

vonati, nal training
9.

Sebondary vocational
training

530,008(15.1 per cent)

Lower vocational training 210,738 (6.4 per cent)

317,650 (9.1 per, cent)

991,846 (28.3,per-.cent)

Highly-skilled workers

Skilled rworkers
,

Semiskilled workers

Unskilled workers

, 521,419 (14.9 per cent)

566,515 (16.1 per cant)
z .

. .
_,.

it A comparison of these last, two tables shol4s an acute insug
ficiency of persoruAl with appropriate training at all levels, and
henpe, once .again, The great need and opportunity

,all
recurrent

education. The insufficiency of people with higher.training amoun-,
ted to 44.,731;with junior college-level'training to 35,809; with
secondary training to 54,599; of highly-skilled workers,83,233; of
skilled ierorkers T7,192; and. -of semi-Skilled .workers 52,693.

An exception in this comparison is the unskilled workers, who
were in excess of the number needed by 268,129. A need for recur=
rent education is also-expressed here, where a high rederve of
potential beneficiaries could be trained in spcifio skills and then
transferred into other categories oftmploymen6.

In this general context it is .relevant to observe that the
schemes of classifiCation used for vocational education and train -
ing fdr specifkc jobs have long been unsatisfactory in ter/ms of the -.

actual structure and needs of'thelabour market. Greater !division
of-labour, more specialisation and advances in the technology ,of
productiqn have rendered them altogether outdated. Nowadays the
actual structure of employed people is quite different, and, if
anything, is less favourable:to general ppogress than the above.
data indicate. Only-if we were to introduce a Wider range of

4 vocational skill levels in one occupationopould we obtain a true
picture of the conditions of, and needs for, individual types and
,profiles of personnel. The present system of education uninterrup-.
-tedly -continues to xtproduce the structure we have shown to be ob-
solete and,thus widens the gap between the demand and supply of '.

-personnel who are appropriately educated or trained. This assertion
is supported by the fact 'that*In. 1969 about. 100,000 workers with.
various levels of vocational education applied for employment while
mole than four\times as many posts were being filled by people who
had inadequate training. The following data are also significant:
only 36 per cent of the younger generations acquire secondary edu-
'cation'(seconclary schools comprise grades 9-12-and are entered after

.c)
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completion of the-8-year comprehensive, basic.school)(1); 26.por

Cen,tof the university students enrolled at the same time complete

their education within the envisaged period; about 80,000'secondary,

school pupils annually have to-repeat a-grade.

All this indicates the necessity for a: radical modification. :2-:

of the sstem for training personnel, and shows the actual need fdr,

as. well as numerous opportunities offered by, recurrent edu4ation.

If, this modification is not carried outs-rapid and effective changes

in the.present;employment structure .as well as the satisfaCtory

meeting of other future demands seem almost impossible.

4-

t

.

-(1)- According to OECD 41-1.formation, Yugoslavia-is ranked after the ,

USA, Canada, Sweden and Denmark ifi the -Ordportion of university -

level ttudents in the total.numb r of all stlildents attending all

levels of education (elementary eco dary and higher).Zow-
ever, Yugoslavia .is ranked in next-to-last place (f towed

only.by Turkey) .in the propo tion of secondary school pupils

in the total number 'of all students at- all levels o-f education.

:'Any conclUsions drawn pn the basis of these data should take

consideration, the economic and technological d4fferefiZes

"'between Yugoslavia and the other-countries. In any case, access

to secondary education is a real "bottleteck" in'theyyugoslav

educational system.

I.
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PART 1140,!
-

L.A

THE IMPLICATIONS OF RECURRENT EDUCATION

The changes implicit in the Otroduction of recurrent educa-
tioh are numerous an&itaportant. They affect especially educational
policy;- the -system of education with all its components, labour and
social legislature, and-much Of theisoci6-economic policy area. In
short, we can say that with the introduction of recurrent education,
we came upon a revolutionary'turniAltpoint that affects all spheres
of life and work. It is therefore 'difficult at thi moment in time
to anticipate with certainty, and in detail, What the conseauent
changes will be. "This would have -0ibe the task of a long-term study.
Fere: therefore, we must confine our to examining the repercus-
sions that are--1nore2:.or less evident:.

r

1. Implications,iOr educational policy

'On the izykrodudtion of recurrent education, present education-
al pollcy would Undergo a reorientation w4.ch would, fob `the most
part, consist of:

kt,

(a) Recognition of recurrent,educatiOn as a fundamental,

principle-for the long -term development of -education in
YugoslaViad as an eisential keature bf'contemoorary

.'i life: ":.; .

_:;..1

,- &

(b) Inste61of.2-the constant expansion of education -for the
young.albne, dmphasis'Wo*ld be placed on establishing a
baladde4n educational Omportunity between young people
and tho's'e.-)tho had already entered active life, or adult's
'in general; and on application of the principle that
higherjevels of train c.fig in directioualised education
'Could be' acquired while-enjoying the status of an employee.

. . ,

(c) Orientation towards the construction of a graduated system
of education, and Volltatds true recognition of knowledgea,

. anCabilities - not just the formal award, of a certificdts.

(d) Develosas-nt of tide know0dge and abilities of every in-
dividUal in accordnce with.his psycho - physical make-up
and aptitudes, and not -grimarily in accordance with-thestate, of was material prbsperity.

- 3P
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Implications for. the educations syStem,

.''

The present system of post-,elementary education would have
to be completely reorganised to accord with the concept of recurrent
education. The new system would be compelled to meet the following

demands: ecuality of all forms of education for the young and for
adUlts; vertical -and horizontal mobility for all students, regard-
less of their economic standing or age; the advancement of young
people and adults Tin accordance with their academic achievement;
the opportunity to "leave" the educational system at anytime in
order to take UD an active life outside; and then resume education
when deSired without there being any obstacles in the way of this;
completion of.everylevel of post - elementary educatiOn in the
sense.that 'an individual becoMes avalified to join the active
labour force but can resume his schooling at the level reached in
his earlier period of education. ,

o

Transformation of the present educational system would in-
volve all its components: Here, only those of the highest signifi-
cance are discussed.

2.1. Firstly, we would mention changes in the vertical Eraduatioa
of present levels of education. All post-elementary education,
which in the present system consists of secondary and higher (all-
Post-secondary) educ4ion,"would.become an entity Which forgtihe time

being we will call directionalised education. instead of the present
very rigid frontier between 'secondary and higher education, a com-
plete series of subordinately arranged levels would be set up, each
of which would offer a two- fold-opportunity to every person com- .

Dieting it: (i)`-to proceed to active life outside, and (ii) to
continue education from the level reached whenever this might be
desired. Neither one of these two alternatives may be withheld,
overlooked or favoured.

In view of the differenqes which will long be present in
YUgOslavia between labour with its complex structure and the prin-

.ciples governing theuse of ecuipment (mass induttriai productionv i
developmental and supplemental tasks for mass production; new
industry on:the basis of outdatedt,echnical-organisationll nrin
ciples; new industry on the basis og,new technical-organisational
Principles), and in view of real eclienomic opportunity in Yugoslavia,
the education system for the Work forte Will have to reflect a
modern` classification of skills Xounded on degrees of work com-.

dolemity. The division of skill classification into IlrgkiIleds-semi-
skilled and highly-skilled workers -ks-ruitenable under con-
differentiaiion and integratiOn,of job functions. A e

completely different system will have to.be evolved that caters for
Ee combinatipn,of skill and occupation, several levels of skill

wi-qhin one occupation and peve3al foes.of occupations within a
specific level-of skill.- It es believed that =with the advancement
of vnificapion of the means of production made possible by the
_introduction Of'sophisticated.mechanisation and automation, in the
primary,, secondary, and tertiary sectors of the economy,,there-will
be an increase in the-need for broadly-educated personnel for the
more basic occupations. These needs are already evident today,
although in lower proportions, im certain branches of production
and in some adtiVities in the tertiary sector.

. 414;
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A7 2.2. Significant changes are anticipated in forms of education -
in schooldand other eauoational institutions. The acceptance and
practical implementation of recurrent education demands .that a,

' break be made with the 'traditional ,organisation of education and
with classical, post-elementary educational institutions. All types
of present secondary-level schools must be reorganised into new .

institutions in which tn2 functions and educational content of several
hitherto distinct types will be unified. For example, insteaplOf
there being separate schools for training skilled workers, technicians
and highly-skilled workers all in the same occupational category,
single schools of a new type Would train for various levels of -skill
in all technical-production jobs 12thin one general occupational
category (1).

Parallel with these institthons, other unified schools could
.

be .formed for the eductItion of tertiary sector personnel, in other
words, for all occupations that can be loosely called non-productive.
This wouldentail a certain amount of integration of gymnasium, and
of economic and commercial schools of various kinds. These insti-,1
tutions (centres) would alsO offer education at a .number of different
levels.

.

Some of these new educational institutions could devel within
'the framework of an association of enterprisesfrom individua sec-
tors, branches, and groups'of labour. This- .would be a means of
achieving a true integration of education with other sectors of the
economy. The development of-educational institutions as organic
parts of associated enterprises would'create the opportunity for

. working people to exercise a direct in,fluence both inside and outside
the production sector, and joi.tly aetermine policy goals as well as.'
the conditions needed for their implementation in education as well
as other melds. Regular technical equipment could then be made
available for purposes, and some factoNies could serve
as "educational plant's.

One of the positive effects of an educational organisation-
, such-as_here envisaged. wpuldtbe the closing of the wide gap in

abcio-economic position between educatiOnal personnel. and those
emoloyed,in other sector's of the national life.

. `fir, these educational institutions both yotinger and oiler.
people -.would:receive education, equally and without any restrictions-

_---whal-isoever. 'naturally, in the actual arrangement of courses con-.

sideration would have,to be given.to the various psycho-physical
traits resulting fromdifferent age levels, way of life, occupational
experience and so on. However, once initial skills have been ac-
quired, further education would be obtained after longer or shorter
periodS of time spent ,in active employment, so these differenceb
between individuals would become of increasingly less importance.

4

1) There is already th4 beginning of such. a. sys"tem in Yugoslavia
to answer the requirements of labour.' The institutioriz are
called "school' centres ".
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Reciirrent
, recon-

struction
would also require th complete

o'f.the present system bf higher (univ sity level) educa-

tion. UD to now it has exerpised a strong influence on the organi-

.Sation o-f,secondary education. It imposed its'own conditions,
demands3 and crtoria."-With a new structure nvisaged for post-
elementary education (unified sehOols traini g for numerous leyels
of skills), this influence would have to be mutual. Howeve I as

this would develoYin stages, higher education wou have t be even

higher trainidg in continuation Of that auired ...r ier a school.
mord adapted.to secondary education as rernstructed and wo d offer

It would then be a patt of the .unified system of ndirectio alised"
'education, but, would cater, for more levels: . . -'

..
'

Higher education would also be Completely accessible to older
as well.as the relatively young, but, even more thin in

precedinWlevels, the Majority of beneficiaries would co e from the\.

labour force. However, this does not mean, that young pOple without
working experience would be prevented from continuing th it education
direct from school.. This would depend on personal circ stances such
as talent, ambition, previous performance and opportuni y to enter
tie labour stream. '-

/ %

. 2.3. The concept of recurrent education will cause significant'
' changes in the duration of education.' Vie objectives of recurrent
edtcation as already stated Will not al 7w for,the same lengthof
educational periods as at present, not *ten in they fields of adult

education. This is due to the situation'Athe beneficiaries them-
selves who Will be Partially'or predomina4b1y employed. Their ages;

personal and occupational experier&e, social background and so on
will be highly varied. Further, education for many more levels of-
skills within the framework of one category of occupation will demand
different tim lengths,- as will education for the various occupations
themselves - y.brandhes.and fields.

As the redult* all this (and f-or other reasons) it may be

Jsaid with certainty trfat post-elementary (basic) clucation in the

future cannot be organised according to the present system of grades
and-years of learning, spmesters, and qualification periods. What
is more, a specified nuMber of hours to'be spent learning a "subject"
or "method unit°, or for a course of study, could ,not'beuniform for
'all entrants under the conditions of recurrent education. There Will
have'to be'several alternatives with varying periods of time to enable

the beneficiaries, especially thOse employed,. to advance aft' different

rates for different subjects.
.

Instead of the strict gradelsemester-and year basis, a solu-

Lion should be sought in .the formation of new, smaller, and more

. compact periods of varying duration, during which the specific know-

t ledge acquired composes pne pedtcattonal unit" that moyte expressed
by a fixed number of. credit points.` The time needed ta accumulate
the necessary number, of credit points for one unit"will depend upon.

..-the psycho-physical traits of each indiVidual. An. accumulation of
such "educational Units t,! .could entitle the beneficiary-tb,a certifi-
cate of achievement for a specific level of skill withid:an occupa-
'tional date pry. Thl:s. in Utn,:would give him the oppOrtunity to .

interrupt his educati an return: to active life or to acquire More
"educational units"Olxigherlevels of education. " .

At.s.

.s,....e.
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`/This system of educational units would enable students to *
interrupt or terminate their Aucation after.each has been completed.
In othqa words, when a student has mastered all the Subject mattQr
contain6d in an educat±ohal unit (in atime suited to his ownability),

.,.

12e/can-sr:ply for a move complicated and better paid job, if thfs is
allowed for in the norm remilations of the enterprise that employs
him. Application could even be made in cases where a student has not
'completed the entire combination of units needed for a specific level `-
of skill. .In this way, educatidnal units represent a value component
by which an individual can improve his economic standing by increasing
his share of,the,.profits of the enterprise.

Variduecombinations are feasible, for example, repeated job
interruption to return to education (the mastering of one educational
unit each time) or longer stays in eduqation (the mastering of several
educational units ,.t one time)ay. The choice to beimade by the indivi-
dual will depend upon the present state of his employing enterprise
and on Ills own 'personal situation.

2.4. Ch'anpes in the content of education will also be necessary. y
Because of the increasing integration of education with other sectors
of thehationalqifel it is expected-that these other sectors wilt
have a' much giea1er influence on its'Content, in other.words, on the
curricula.cA directionalised education at.secondary,and,higher leVels.
Another pd'sitive element in this difactiop is the fact that students/
in post-elementary schools will already be employees. They will have
a 12yer or higher degree of occupational and,general experignce, a
knoMedge of the field they intend to study and a precise understand-
ti of their educational needs. Their contribution to the formula-
tion of curricula. will be much more valuable than it ,could-possibly
be in the present systee where only young people, are being educated.
In this respect, the experience of adult education institutions.will
be df great assistance in Working out proper procedures.

.

1
Changes in'teaching content and presentation will also be

affected by knowledge of the weak, points that are admitted to exist
in present curicula, both in Secondary and higher education. The
most serious of these are: too much detail, excesive historicity,
obsolescence 'and the slow introductibn of scientific and technical
advances into the curricula, lackeof co-ordination between the con-,
tent of education and the requireMents of the labour market.

Curricula, especially in some of the.present forms of schooling,.
must-therefore be caTefully corrected in order to conforM with the
pattern of directionalised education., The new curricula will nb
Aongerbe,orientated exclusively in a htmanistic or a technical di?Rec-
tion, and ihoretical or pragmatic over-emnIlasis will have to he.
avoided. The content of all posuelerhentary education will be general
ly cultural and'oriented towards the,modern aspects of a society where
indtstrial and technical realities play a very important part, their
application depending, however,ron the development of self-government
andsociaiist relationships within and between all sectors of the
society. Curricula too, therefore, must be oriented towards the
technical- industrial and socio-cultural aspects of our'society so
that every individual will be prepared ,to establish a.meaningful
positibn in it. In all this, recurrent education will provide the
principal means for closing the present gap between the education
service and the needs of the working population, both sociological
-and personal.

- 34
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24.. Recurrent education, will also evoke changes in the forms and
method's of teaching. All the factors so far noted as reasons for a
change in the content of educapio# will evoke ch4hlers in the forms
and methods of teaching alsa,when recurrent education is introduced.
Epecially important is the fact that the regular education' system'
will be :accepting adult's who have cleat and specific motives 'for
joining that have .not been inspired by, external factors. Thus they '

will not feel that education is a kind of alienation,- as almost all
young people avefelt hitherto. ,More.emphasis will be given to
independent work by eachindividuallor,his own vocational advance-

' went, to constructive group work, and to the teacher playing the role
of org'anisep, heltier and "first among the participants" in education _
- instead of being almost/exclusively-0as at present, the instrument
for the foundation-layirigand transfer of knowledge. The all too
familiar memorisation and 'rbalrepiroduction of knowledge by teachers
must now.belimited toreasonable Iprbportions to alloW fol. the deve-
lopment of other abilities, uch es understandingtrocesses, adaptation
to developmental demands or the applidation of specific knowledge,
skills and abiliities under ditferent conditions.. Further improvement.
.in the form of teaching will come, from recent advances in educational
technology that will substitute present sources of Imdwledge in the
classroom - especially the teacher's spoken word.

)tf. 2.6) The system of evaluating knowledge or achievement will alSo
be changed., The elimination of the year, grate, and semester system
also im7,-lies significant changes in the manner of formal evaluation
of individual,levels*of education and their coordination with the
system of "kn6wiedge units" or "learning tickets". ThigIwoblem,will
be the subject of A special investigation to be made by experts and
their recommendations cannot be anticipated at the present time.
Neverthe,less, it is reasonably certain that_recurrent education
shoula largely eliminate reueating,'excessive time spent at one level
of- instruction. and widespread dropping-out - all of which.cause longer
or shorter time ruses between elementary and secondary, or secondary
and higher .education. The.sYsterk:of 'knowledge units" and,".learning
tickets" will painlessly enable everyone who is unable to ,continue
education to enter active life with full recognition being given to
the knowledge and apilities.he has acquired up t4) that time.

, °

2.7. Changes will-also'ensue'in the structure of teachin staff.
The reorganisation of post-elementary education must also incltide
all forms of teacher training. Everythitg that has been Said up to
now about "directions iced" education applies also to'teacher training
institutions, with a few modifications being necessary td meet their
special circumtiances.

.

Sienifidant c ;es must first be made in the-recruitment
criteria'for teaching staff, and then in their training. For instance,
.the present methods of selection and training,for teacher's of indivi-
,dual branches of science will nelonget be suitable because they pay
no regard to production processes. or other practical epplications.*
The point here Ls the reed for a flexible interchange between education
aid other sectors df the national, life. Many experts from thede other,
sectors (economists, applidd scientists, technologists, for instance)
would have to participate in education as teachers. Naturally, they
would first have, to undergo special training,to acquire such peda-
go ical knowledge and practice as was necessary properly to apply the
occupational knowledge and skillsfttheyalready pOsSessed:
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This would mean that experts who had reached a given level of
education in any field would have the right, after brief but special-
ised training, to teach for their own profession or, more 'generally,
up to their own level of education. In practice, thisfarrangement
would not easily apply to such disciplines as science, technology,
economics and the like. Certain areas of the humanities might well

. have to be exceptions,, foe' example: languages and literatpre, history,
art, sociology and philosophy.° = #

3. Economic aspects of recurrent education

The concept of recurrent eduCation undoubted4Y haSfarreaching
economic implications, but a detailed forecast of these iWould first
'require a,broadly-organised investigation and the assembly of con-
siderable documentation. In general terms, however, they can usefully
be considered in relation'to three broad aspects of the national life:
(i) society as q whole and the various enterprises and their organi-
sation within.it; (ii) the individual - the working man; and (iii)
the education sector (l).

3.1: It is a well-known facf that .the rate and character of develop-
ment of any country,greatly depend upon the abilities and professional
qUality of its personnel and their optimal distribution throughout the
various sectors ofplabour. The basic objective and vital function of
edication then becomes' obvious: it is a unique force forproduction
in society and arCintegral factor in social development.

Also Well=known'is the present situation in YugoslaVla where
neither the general and professional level of perapnnel nor the struc-
tural relationship between the-various levels of education and voca-
,tional training are satisfactory. In this respect we are in a contra-
dictory situation:' on the one hand, there is ea high! demand for quali-
fied and capable personnel, especially in kee positions in the economy;
on the other handthete positions ,are frequently occupied by people
who do not fully sftisfy the management needs of flioiderA commerci± anda
social organisations. This makes it impossible to absorb new techno-
logy and organisation methods even when this'technolov is availall.e
locally. Examples of this may be found everywhere,.and its effect on
industry, other branches of the economyl'and on the whole of society
are self-evident.

This'prpblem &ahhot be resolved by instruments of economic
olicy alone. The solution does not'lie in the maxim: "those who are
nsuffieient1/* educated or vocationallrunder-trained should; leave
industry and make room for younger experts". Even if this were

'feasiblel.it would be 6bmpletely contradictory to OUT system of
socialist' self - government and the fundamental principres of our
revolutionary development.

0
.A

Z1) 'The economic pOsition of education and the deiveloalent,of socio-
economic relation's in this sector. will be considered:in more
detail in the section.on finaneing education under the system .

of 'recurrent education later'in this report.
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Recurrent education, however, is one of the solutions being
offered. It provides the opportunity for employees to acquire
greater khowledge and ability in the accepted educati,onallItocess
without'loss of their employment status, and subsequentlyto return
to a suitable job, thus making room for to acauire education
under the same conditions. This constant-circulatiop, would mean
the uninterrupted introduction of new knowledge and 2cientilic
advances into the production process and into other occupational.
sectors. It would also providd a unique and effective connection
between contemporary science and its practical application -pall of
which would result in increased labOur output.

Another important elemeht'here is the opportunity Offered by
recurrent education for rapidly Solving the employment problem. The
constant alternation of periods' of labour and of education would
enable increased employment, not only by filling the jobs left(by
by those annually returning to 49t alsoby opening new
posts leading to better labout orga4isai, higher'output and more
profitablebusiness transactions. These advantages would be enhanced
by the ever-increasing level of occupational-skills. Economic (

analyses of many enterprises show that; eveln nor, a good percentege
of their members could'leave without impairing business opetations, % t.

and that thdse enterprises could organise themselves more effectively IA
and could continue to make progress. This would still be true if the
redundant members continued'to receive their 'present income's. Herein
would lie one of the advantages of recurrent education: why shouldn't
these people participate in the regular process of education and then
subsequently return to active life with greater knowledge and ability
potential?,

In discussihg the economiloaspect of recurrent, education in
relation to industrial organisations and other associations in -

society, we must take into consideration the element of "saving."
in the funds now being apri'ropriated by society.° It would be
realistic to assume that recurrent education would lead to a Ortain.
increase in the funds-allotted to educatiOn sethat regularly em-
ployed people attending school would continue to receive their

_personal incomes as well as other benefits for themselves and thpir
dependantS, such as health and social insurance. Allocations for r

education would have to Increase anywaystoimeet the costs of the
,creation of better - viorking conditions, the chanO-over to "grec-'
tionalised" education (inevitable even without the introduction of

. recurrent education), improvement o& the material standing of person-
nel, and increase in the number of people attending q ool.

I.

Even so, the increase in educational costs tut 'to recurrent
education Would not be largesbecausetopportunities and ,compensations
would be counterbalanced. This estimate is baseil. on the following
assumptions:

.

.1 .

,,,4-

, 4

(a) There would be a significant-decrease in the length of
time spent by,young.people.in the educational stream
while they were getting #e)ir initial qualifications,

.', 0 and hence a decrease in the'bime spent on their education
while they were not yet classed as employees:- In other
words, the number' of persons' remaining in formal'educa-

. tion against their own will wound be decreased. Instead .

of an entire generatiOn-(those going on to'post-elementary,,

3?
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education) having to spend 3-4 or more -ears at one,
level, many '-will leave after only twoqyears, and the\\
others at different times. They will. then enter active.,
life and partiCipate in the .profits of labour.

(b) The" system of' recurrent; education will, almost eliminate
\\

the repeatingsf grades or semesters something that
has always been a considerabi4e loss Of time oAd'money in
Yugoslavia. /

{ ),Drop -outs from seco dart' and higher education will also.
be eliminated. At- esent, drop -outs never return to'L
formal edugation, i spite of the'fact thht only very
little may be needed to complete a givap. level. With
recurrent_ education there will be an increase in the
percentage of people Completing their schooling on time'
- indeed /all .studentS will finish the studies on ;time
because,. in the groded_system envioged, therewillte
a.constant outflow from education into labour at every

-
3:2. -Another economic aspect of recurrent education relates to the
Andiviclualltbeworkingeldalla.ithouiPisveryclifficiattoiso-
late it from those already discussed. .c

By increasing his abilities and skills through education, the
working man gets theopportunity for higher wages or, in other words,
for improving 110.s own ata;teial wealth and that of his, family. This,
in turn, enablep him to pldf a larger?role in 'civic affairs and to
contribute tot he'.creatien and enjoyibent of cultural 'activities -
for he is no longer obliged to spend most of his time working ill
order to earn enough for his dailyneede'.,

Recurrent education, however, woun mks young peop. finan-
cially independent of. their parents or' other sources of supportAthuch
sooner as eit would afford them the OpPOrtunity to work and earn, to °

take the future into their own hands, taideb. decide-on'their,occupa-
tional trainihg and education at a much prlier age.i. In a job
situation, young people would be.newly_mbvtivated to continue their
education because they would then know exactly what to learn and why.

dial and . oliticel im licahons.of recurrent "education
_ . .

The most positive sbcihl resuit of recurrent education will
be the offe;''of equal opportunity to all citizens,regardless of age,
social origin, or'material pro-merity. There are however,. others.
that are alse very significant. These inblude: the neutralisation'
of differences in the rate of maturity o$ mepbers,of the'some genera-

, tionias betWeen rural-b.nd urban areas, or entironments that vary in
T the.degree of the.r development; the elimination of reasons for.
lspecific occupations and levels of educatioh being the prerogative

! of particular social g.,rd,u6s; the easy-and painless transfe'r of the
agricultural population..to non-\ogric.W.tdral sector6 (one ,cam the

, .

objectives of'YUgoslavia s-socib-eco*tomic development plan),T a4
Contributisp.towards evening out the disparity betWeen mental lapd
physical work; the establishment of cohesive relations betveen1
theory and practice'. -. , ,,

, r. . r., '),
,*A, 4, ----- ..., 4., ik ' .
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, Anoherrimportant elewont her s the contribution of recur-
rent education iD general sot al uni y of the Yugoslav nationalities
and national, groups. This will be directly achieved thl.ough the in-
tegration of and labour witkiinsthe frameworkof organise-.
tions of associated labour throughout the different sectors df the
.economy. These organisations created'. Without resoebtto.aity
provincigt or other territo al boundaries.

- .
-

, .

As each individual wilJ. have the opportunity of climbing the
educational ladder at his, own speed which will mostly :depena, plk his .

...e, own abilities, it will be easier to discover his taentsf various( .tc
civic aVivitieS and use whatever he has to offer to the'bverall wel-

are%ofikociety more effectively. InabiliVy.in.thebe respeCtstlid
geneeelly admitted to be one of the weaker points )in the present
system of enrication.

El
trends i

ation7of the i' lation of e
our economic, sod al r .a.nd-veliti

y

the general..:%'
evelopment Will glso

be a conseduence of recurrent education that .;should not be under-
estimated. 'We have witnessed any conflicts between the idyllic

.
vision Of aife and society, especially of socialism, which-young.
people (isolated from active lifeYhave while ,still at schools and
the actual' battle for self - governing, socialist relations' being fought
under realistic and Contradictory conditions. Many misunderstandings,
obscurities, and even disappointments were inevitable Under such
circumstances.

4 .
.

, . We'are-not4emandinT a cpformis ysted of edudation, but'
.
the' elimination of a patterned, shortsig ed,view of social develop-'
ment.', We are concerned with the'formatiOrtof flieldble personalities

.-

who are capable of con acceptinz the cli;agectics of:, ',)
.

.
social developmeAt and contributingto its advancemeht. . ,

. ,

_.
5. Labourrelations , Social and health insuran e Polio .

*
. .

.. ,

..

,

L
Recurrent education. aid the desire tbliOcre it put' into prec,

tice require significant changes being made:ih both general and ..
. ,

internal legislature. These changed affect laNis and regulations r :

embracing educatioh as well as those that regulate leb(pur reiationslo,
social security, employmnt, distribution of revenue(especielly of
personal incomes), health insurance and so on. r

. `l ,

,
c. .

1
.

,
. <1.

,

Requrrent education, as a self-governing social principle of i.

educational organisation, must find Vile realisation.6fits,content .,

and scope, through` sell- government norm regulatioQ& = It may be .ex- ,.

pectedthat working people, through self-governmeAt agreement-making t
and decision-making, will resolve all proTolem of broad, mutual .

interest. Such action ,is not at presentemOwered by the self's:
government norm sactsof.any one enteeprise or school. -,

--i--.,

5.1. 'Firstly, the introduction of recurrent educatipnt will neces-
sitate changes in the Yugos4.av constitution And in the, constitutions
of the republics to formalise the inalienable, riEht of man to educa-
tiori which determines his position in associ tea labOri,ttle.major,
factors in self-government and in socialist xpansion. Additionally,":

. constitutional articles shou4guarantee the opportunity for the ,-'

successive alternations of participation in w rk- and education, thus .',

providing greater access .to education
strata:

. \
^Ot

- :
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5.2. There 'should also be radical changes in labour legislature.
Pregent labour laws are an obstacle to the realisation of, recurrent

.

education. This is especially true of those articles that define
.the copc.pt of ail employed person,, working, hours, distribution of
personal :..ncomelo trangfer'of labOUr and the retraining and rehabili-
-tation.D6f,yorkers. The Kec7ilations concerning personal incomes wifl
have to be modified so thit working people can receive their salaries
while attending i1iool for recurrent education. In thiS connection,

- a minimum. of rights shoUld be defined. in the regulations of larger
socio-political cohimunitiei, while the other rights and their cplan- $
tification shoUld be regulated 'by social and,self-gOverning agreement=
mking ,itftthe workers' organisations.

. 1
.

- -

e , .
,

5.3. -The4iplementrion of recurrent educatipn will also necessitate
changes in certain s Cial security regulations. The'principle of
.years at work providing the basis for retirement benefit will have.tQ
be agjustedso that periods,spent in school (under specified.cOhdi-,1

' tioris)'will be recognised as work time. This must also apply tp
.--x-Issensions for invalids and health insearance. ,--4,---

5.4.. As the, introduction of recurrent education will be accompanied
by a dissolution of the present system; a great number of regulations
concerning education will'have to be radically altered, especially
'those relating to the organisation and operations of secondary and
higher,.schools, schools for SkilIad.,woTkers,and apprentices, and the
self-government and financing of educational institutions. The new
regulations would ettablish changes in student status, access to

- education, the organisation, .pethods'and structure of education, its
duration end -Wee coriditions governing transfer:frota oneform of edu-
cation to another. .

,

: /
,

,. . -0

-,These changes should come about
.

gradually, over a long Period
,

of tied:,:44At the start while recurrent education is in: its experimen-
tal phase, it will be Sdefidient to iritroduoe .only some of them. so
that the enterprises and larger associations that,,,,mill4be. acting °as
expert Mental centres can depart from pr sent regulatiOns arlffproceed

_with-their-work in accordance with
.

th' t.,14 Pr' iples. . .,. ..
...

'5;5, ,Aatte:fabour laws and provisions forOCi iF1 and $eaith insurance'
ha-41 of course, a direct connection with recurrent education.iri brac-
tice and even the, minimal realisation of this concept must depend on 4Ig
-the necessary changes being made in these areas. This is .especially
true'for'ighe manner in which the system-of self-government will create
norms"to legalise' alternating periods of work rand educat4on.

---

Labour relations-in our self-governing society arefundamelVal
and deteriaine all other relatiops. It is important, therefore, that
much of the demand for 1.ecurrent_edUcation comes _from the' labour sec- -.
tor for which over 95 ner cent cif,the beneficiaries would re trained.
It is in this sector,tpo that the reSultYof fecurrent education will .

b-eCome',most apparent,,so it is labour that will be the first judge:of, .

its efficacyand success. ,All this,well justifies the effOrt being
put into the adaptation of the-labour-lawsand regulatidhslto make
recurrent educatioh possible:

i .J k

. ,

" -
,



In snort,t-t4pn, changes iri labour, social,kild health legis-
lition are the prerequisite for implekentingt,the'fundamentoleprinr
cipIe of recurrent edl.ication, namely that a person employed
'working organisation can return to formal education 'when he himself
chooses (or when this is proposed by his Place-of.employment) without.
.1.Osstf his employment statils.or any of rights'attached to it.'

The practfbal Umplementation of this principle, and all, its
prerequisites,_should normally be regulated by tp.e norm acts of the -

various working organisations It is natural that such regulations
will differ .from place to place for they wil

o anisations and the
ldepend upon, many local

factors and differing conditions in the rk
:larger organisations of associated lablour.\ rtheless, the right

Avo

-to interrupt employment and resume education, as a fundaimental.prin-
cipleI trust be standard ,everywhere so that all working people will
have eauality-in this opPortunktY.

--5.6. ' To avoid misunderstanding in this connection, the importance'
of the planning function ift the workers' organisations should be
made clear. Working orgakisations and larger organisations of a6-
tociated-labour, taken integrally; are the major instruments of
planning in Yugoslavia, aEdmpersonnel ievelopment is egarded as an
.important component of this. Recurrent education will enable work
organisatibns to perform this functidn more efflpiently in the sense
that they will 'ho longer be c cernedfsolely with the intake of young

. people from the school system; frpm anywhere rise outside), but
also with their established 1D,e nnel who will 4-able to acquire
higher abilities and skills under the ,new system. Indeed, recurrent'
,education will never become a reality unless there is such a corres7
ponding increase in the scope of personnel planning to include the
education and developMent of individuals',already in. full employment.

In the practice of personnel planning; there will have to, be
a v arspecified rates at which emblees resume their education id at
which they return to work, so that "production and butiness sChedules
are not impaired°. To this 6114, regulations will have to be worked,
out and enforced to establish a time distribution for ,the partici-
pation of a fixed percentage of employed persons in "education. This,
however, snould not endanger the right of the,indiviOual to obtain
education within the new recurrent scheme,

.4$
,,,

54. In addition to the changes that will be made in the regulations
of the associateci_abour Organisations and elsewhere, it will be
necessary'taWOrk out a norm system of employee promotion on-the-job
-to accord with theiratt:Cinment, of'higher knowledge and skills. This
system must be directly based on job classification, character and
complexity, and on the skill levels degnded of the job-holders.
Income and;distribution of revenue should be such that they stimulate
participation in reourrent educatiori. '

In this way, recurrent educatign will provide for the occupa-'
:tional advancement of.emplby es and13reak the old tradition of em-
'ployees finishing their ,careers with'the very same qualifications
they had when they started. Furthermore, recurrent education will
affect retraining (the attainment of new. skills within the framework

.of one occupation or another) and couldreiren change the character of
'occupations themselves by the introduction of new technological ad-
vances. In the course bf all this,41.% no time would there be any

00042
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threat tp tale _material well-being of the individual returning to
school. Rigid' differentiation between occupations; favoured by the
present system of education but not suited to modern economy and
labour organisation, will be ameliorated and, this will accelerate

' the mobility of labour within the whole structure of employment..

5.8. -Itecurient education will alsoh.elp to solve tEe problem of
jobs that impose unuSual.conditions or are potentially harmful to' .

health. The greater opportunity it provides for retraining or cross-
, posting make t easier for the people holding these jobs t;' transfer

elsewhere bet' re any harmful effects are suffered.

Allthese considerations go to show that the workers' organi-
mations will b' the decisive 'factor in determining the fate: of re-
ctrrent education. Everything turns on whether they ofOr or with-
hold the,support that is esSential'for its realisation and deyelop-

6. Changes in the system of financing education
A

Recent analyses of the pi4esent system for financing education
have confirmed,itaefficiency in, many respects, but have revealed
the need for change in others. Ehese changes are already wider way
aue to the strong influence of the Resolution of the Federal_Assembly
on the Development ,.of Education. on the Basis of Self-Gov9rnment.
Thus; the weak points of the present system will be eliminated and
new socio-economic desiaerata will soon be built into the education
sector, in accordwkth its true Yole.in society._

6.1. The basic princi- ple on which the new socio- economic ingre-
dients in education will be developed by changes in the financial sys
tem are implicit in what has already been said. It. may be useful,
however, Ito Spell,ottSeveral'of them.

(a) The policy for development of education, swell as the
conditions, methods,' and, funds for, implementing it,
should be decided upon by the working people in associated

organisatioits, the citizens in socio= political
- communities, and by personnel in the education sector.

(b) In order to establish such a' policy and to provide the
conditions and consolidated funds for education, the
working people in associated labour organisationss(in-

,

cluding education) and the citizens in socio-political
communities will organise ,themselves in such a way and

. at such levels as best-suittheir'needs and the-interest6
of overall social development.'

. ,

(6) Punds=foi.."directionalise&U education should be provided
from the total social revenue, thus reflecting__ the true
role of education in the socio - economic system.

okti
(d) Fbom the aspect of acquiring fund6Tand their subsequent

distribAiOn, educational persOnnershould be afforded
the damesocio-economic position as-enjoyed by worling
people ins, other branches of associated/labour./
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(e) All forms of educatio for youth and adults must receive
equal treatment as' as concerns funds and Other.pro-,
*visions neZessary or their realisation and the establish-
ment of socio-economic relations internally and externally..

. c
This system of financinC"directional.ised" edncation would do

1 away with the binary method at present used whereby part of the, money
is raised through a fixed levy on the workers'. organisations while .
'the remainder omes from special grants made by the workers, organi-
sations td Peet snecific heeds such as sOolarsh. 9 vocational educe-.

3444.
tion Courses, retraining :and fur her twaining,.soci -economic and.
jpolitical-education and elementary edAcation or ad ts. Under the
new scheme all these funds would be consolidated and their Use for
education of youth and adults well as for self-government would
be managed by a special body .set up for this pttpose. L ' .

the creation of suL`hk system foci, financing and socio- economic
relations is yet another of tile prereouThites for'the realisation of
-recurrent educatior which itself will be an effective means%for
faCilitating-the-integratiori of labour and'education, and especially
for helninr.7 educatioh to' become a part of the developm4nt Programme
decided upon by working Deohle in the associations of labour.

6.2. An especially important questiontwill be the way in which
r recurrent educanon would affect the scale of the funds now bei g

allocated to education and' of those earmarked for edudation in he
-...' medium:- and long-term plans for develoiment. In arriving at a lean

answer°to this question, the following data are helpful:

I

(a) In 2967 the educational, community absorbed a total Of
4,289' million d.nars (about 4.9 per Scent of the national
revenue) and 1968 5,307 million dinars (about 5.2 per
cent of'the national revenue) .(1). In addition to this,
worleers' organisations allotted 415,000 thousand dinars
to educationin 1967, and 398,800 thousand dinars in
1968. This amounts to 9.7 per cent and 7.5 per cent of.
'the `funds at thedisposal'oI the educational community in
thesb years..

There are, however, still other sources of money available
for education. Large amounts are givenby,socio-_olitical
organisations, various associations and individuals, who r

Day their dwn schbol fee6. Data on the funds given by
workers' organisations, not counting those of the educa
tional community itself, are not complete. It would be
realistic, therefore, to assume that the total fundsfo
education are up to 15 tier cent higher ph- those :recorded;in the Previous ragraph.

(1) Data from tIle Federal COW-loll for Education and Culture's
"Socio-Economic Relations and the .Material Base of Education
...", 1970.
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(D) Inve-ttmentS in education shOwed a growth tendency in 1969
and 1970, and it 'is expected that this_will. continue in
coming yeai.s. AcCoraing to ,some earlier forecasts, the
total costs of edu4tion in 1975 will be 9,900 million
dinars, and, 5.41 19811 23,200 million - or 3.4 times higher
than in 1968. AccerAing to still another kstimate these
amounts will be evenchigher: 1975 = 10,186 million;
1985 = 25,.800 million or 3.9 timep higher than in 1968(1) .

The latter forecast' is based on increased estimates for
' the period 1970 -1985y gross national product 7.82 Per

cent'annually; totalAemployment 3;20 por cent; .employment
in the education sector 3.2 user .cent; foersonal incomes of
educational staff 540 per cent, and so on. It supports
t'e qdn5ept of recurPient education, as the material basis
f r it could be Provided without the addition of large
f ts. lieverthelesstfthe realisation of recurrent educa-
tion would reouire sOmewAt higher fubds than those pres-
ently available foreducation but it is worth noting that.
an increase is being'planned anyway, regardless of recur-
rent education.

(d) For the time being, it' is very difficult to stateoin tore-
cite percentages dust 'how much investments in education
would have to be increased for a cherge-dver to recurrent
education. This is e*in more Complicated by the fact that
the increase in funds -for education during the last fifteen
Years (in'Yugoslavia and throughout the world) surpassed
-all forecasts, even the most optimistic. There is no
reason why this should be any different In the.future.

Still, in the light'of al? the information presented here, and-
44kirig into epOpnt'the savings *at would be made by introducing
recurrent edubatiOn(due to the lower number of repea-eers and drop-
outs, shortenInk.the length of tine for studies, and the establish-
ment of a more ffidalisiic relationthip between the number.of people
being educated at diifffereni-: level0 - the most expensive and most
widely-expanded being higher education), the implementation of recur-,
rent education on a broad basis would increase total envisaged.educa-,
tional expenditAres,by a maximum .01 15-20 Per cent: This increase
would be exclusively caused by tri age with'' pay" for the Purpose of
educating emnI0yees returning to education without loss of tae,rights
afforded to then' by their employment status.

/

On the Other hand, the total 'gains in the Production and other
sectors of socie-V as a result of this-type of education would:Pe

'inpotparably higher. Thus, across the whole spectrum, education.
mould actually post less. This. assertion should, However, be con7
firmed analytically and experimentally before a dedision were taken
to apply recurrent education on-:la really wide scale,

7

(1) Data supplied by the Federal Ibmcutive'Council from _aterial on
educational development, entitled "Analysis of the ! aerial
Position of Education with a view to Further Development of the
Material Base and Financing up °to 1975". Belgrade, 1971

J
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The increase in expenditures resulting from the introduction
of recurrent ,education could also be ek_tmi ni shed if the beneficia"ries
with higher employment status were partially to share iii. the cdst,
if only symbolically. In view of the Personal interest every em-.

'Cloyed per-sorels likely to have in returning to sohool, this possi-
bility 'should perhaps be included in the concept. The' rate of

.

.
Personal Participation, however, Should be moderate enough to act
as a stimulus for education, not a deterrent.

e .
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PART .THREE

A PRELIMINARY LIST OF QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS, CONCERTING

THE SUBJECT-CONTENT OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

Reconstruction of the national organisation for employment
and education to meet the requirements of the new-form of integration
of active life and education (the strategy of permanent education)
requires a professional' and scientific -study of all the relevant -;,..-

,components and conditions needed for transformation of national Ms
policy in these sectors.

1

The terms of reference for this 'study are at present pretty
broad, as brodd, indeed, as its title: !'Recurrent Education in
Yugoslavian. The need now is for a breakdown of the subject into
its.component Sub-topics, or- complexes, and the formulation of key
qUestions and problems that should be investigated in depth., 2-

On the basis of new knowledgelgkinediin Yugoslavia and in
othef countries *(using the results of previous investigations made
by CERI) a 'Draliminary list of such questions and problems is pro-
posed. It, should be considered more as a guideline than something
definitive for it may well be changed andsupplemented as the
,ResearchProje# proceeds.

0

The purpose of singling out particUlar questions from the
general subject is of tactical, slot strategic, significance. It is
a means for rapidly reaching the objective, but it ib,not, of course,
the objective itself. Individual questions and problems will, there-
fore, be'investigated as such, but in their conceptualisation and'
.the choice of methodological procedures and techniques'for their
study -they will continue to be regarded as component parts of a
single, much larger problem. The dynamics andiAter-dependences of
the results ofrthese individual studies will be considered in the
conclnding.phade of the Project. i

The subject Of the Retrch Project, then, will bytreated in
the following four parts, or complelces, eachtdf which- contains a
'number of pertinent questions or prbblems:

7

)1

Complex A

Complex B

Complex C

Complex D

Recurrent education and the position of the
individual in the systempf organised life and
work

Recurrent education and the qrganisation of pro-
duction and of other forms b,11a1.1.man activity

*
Recurrent education and the organisatIoniof the
system andTractice of education

The econokic7finencial aspect, of recurrent
educatibn Q - °

-

t*
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. Within the fr
achieve a rational
apProaches-tnd resu]$
dealing with the sulib
results but, at the :S
of a practical nature

ewor gf these\complexes, it is posdible to
14yrbetween fundamental and applicational
IAother words, the last part of the Project
4 broad terms willyield,fundamental
tame, it will also throw light on problems

Complex A - Recurrent, education and the position of -the individual
in the syStem:of organised, life and work

41W--. ,

. . .

The objectivel-thit investigation will be the,socio-economic,
political and'sobiolOggal.a.spects andeffects Of recurrent education
under the self - governor t: system of organised life and work. It will
be concerned with theggllowing problems:

1. The accese'a the individual to education (analysis and
comparison §: the present eduqgtionalsystemtand policy
ank*of recurrent education). Realisation of the right to
education. -the,interfelationship of the right to work and
the right to education.

P-

4
2. The security of occupation 'on the one hand, and the system

of education on the other (edutational and personnel policy),
especially in terms of rapid technological changes (a com-
parison of the present system and policy with recurrent
education).

3. The relationship between generations in the preseht system .

of education and qf'personnel policy,, and as it would be
under conditions of recurrent education. Economic, social,
sociological Ana political aspects.

4. The opportunity (scope and limitation) for participation
.in civic decision- making while at school. -

5. Education and Social differences in the self- - governing
society.

r

6. Time spent in the formal educational process and in more
general e cation. The economic, social and political
position of the individual.

7. A comparison: the favourable and unfavourable effects of
recurrent _education vis-a-vis the economic, social -and
political position and role of the individual at work and
in civic life.

Complex B - Recurrent4educationkand the organisation Of ProdUction
and of other forms dof human activity

This complex is concerned With the organisational, technologi-
cal, legislative and general labour aspec of recurrent education;
in other words; the components,and instruments for changing the social 4
organisation of work,Andof leisure time. For the-present, the fol-
lowing problems are seen to lie in this coinplex.

-47
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1. Analysis of he reintegration of labour .and education
, with regard'to technological changes, modernisation Of

the organisation of labour, shortening time at work and
the deVelopment of self-government and the greater econo-

. mic and social efficiency of labour.

2. Preparation cf schemes for the distribution of the indi-
vidgal's time as between'education and work with.allowance
for basic regional and branch differences. Theoretical
approach and alternative working model. The question of
the advancement of employees in recognition of their
having undergone fu.ther education.

r 1
3'. The effect of recurrent educatidn on labout. and other

social legislation.
o ' t

4. Associated, labour the major provider of educational- --
motives and interests. Motives based on Work as compared
with motives stemming from, other sources.

.

5. The pl 'nine and programming of work and education. 'A
model and its major factors; the influence of planning on
the greater. economic and social efficacy of education.

(k

ComkexC - Recurrent education and. organisation of the system and
..,. practice of education ,

,,
, ''

This complexlis concerned with the educWOonal and .Ault

A.v
., ".

.

educational aspects of recurrent education and thp changes tat ,3
should be made in the system, content, forms and methods to meet -T .

the' requirements of recurrent education. The following Vestions
and prOblems are included in this.complexf

) N '

1. The basic tendency of change in the system of clucation,
.

as it affects recurrent education. Changes ittelementarY,
education. How to overcome the separation of education

.

and, work in the educational system (first eduCation and
then work or'should-it be education and-work together?).
Elimination of the rigid boundaries between-famal_educa-'
tion and other forms of e cation and between the different

0a levels of education. The itionship between learning at
school,and learning outside.

.

2. ChangeS in th content of education (all levels).
.

,

''' ,

A?

3. Precise establishment of he'volume, structure'and.time .-

'distribution. of the ..dud ionall'Permod in recurrent
education:. Definition assignment of "'education's,

, units". .Factors in the calculation of"educatibnal units".
.,

. .
a ,

4. Comparative analysis of the fund of "educational units!'
in the present system and in recurrent education. Estabr ,

lishment of practicalATrocedures"for advanqng employees
:. under the system of recurrent educatidn.

i

a

P
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)

5. Modern technical aids for.tlaching'under condition's of
recurrent educatiOn.Greateropportunity to use these,
especially industrial resources. the posdibility of .

bringingoutSide experts into thevteaching profession as
teachers in reaurrent edudaton.

. .

,.

6. P'rovisiath of and high standards of edileation/in'
recurrent education. Problems of, formal education, evalu-
ation at ,different levels pf education.

.. . .

'. The position'of educational ins4futions and of kindred
institutions engaged- in ftrk,in a system of recurrent
education. ,. 0

. -a : . °W. 0
%

8. Basic educational-pedagogidal_prbblems attendant on
recurrent. education.

,

. ,

4 0,.
Complex D - The Ecohomic-Financial Aspect of Recurrent Education

. ,

.

.14thin this ogniplext: three areas would be investigated:
, .

. , '
(a) hev/ recurrent 'education can influence a better use of the

human fadtor in economic development;'
. ''

(t) what 'are the advantages of recurren.Oedtcation in minimi-
.

sing elpenditurep and maximising the contribution of .4
educatidh to economic development; and

.
.

. .

Cc) what'are.the advantages of recurrent education in view of
. the principle, that edUcation should be financed on the -

'self-government.revenue,principle, i.e. without inter-
.\.%

vention 'Tram the State.
.

. kt. 4
Specific ,problems within this'comple c are:

, ,- , . . -.. .
. .

.

.1. The quantitative aspect of .41e elteht,bf'recurrent education,
:AtI duration-and the-riaa le times, that Should be allotted

.or and for wor during the.period.up.tb 1985.
\ -"wfa 0 .) _ .

This inFludesi _

./.`;Or
.

(a) Planningfor new; younggenerations foi schooling and
.. ofighe.presenegenerations,aIready in the educational

propess contingents by4yeaps and thkr number in the
*4

"A4Preptt schcia system and 'as they would be in a system
.

, , of recurrent education; ,

-(b) planning for working generations.up to 1985 and their
inclusion 14 education;'

,

'44 . ,
Y ..

Ole ''' %(c) tatarIcantingents for:education(within the present
systemr,and for recurrent educatibp);

.....

(d) the:pazti#PAtion,of the, total population in education
(und'er' tie;-'15-tre:SeAt system of education and under. recur-

. . ,.

rent ,.edubation... : ,
, ,

. ,..,..

- .,

;

-
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2. The time-input ihto education'(nilmber of lessons or
teaching weeks per student,, annually) ,in the present
system and in recurrent edUcation. 'A comparison of the
total annual fund of educational activities and an alter-
native tine dist9ibution.

3, Analysis of typical models of recurrent education from
the viewpoint of a graded (vertical) connection between
occupation. and level of 'skill; the inwstigation of prac-
tical means and opportunities for the application of
recurrence in order to acquire the knowledge and procedures'
'tepuired by specifie occupatiqns.

4. Analysis of the effect of 'recurrent education on the higher
inflow of skilled pe.661e_into the labour market.
Paris= of the present system with the recurreht'system.,
InbreaSein inflow and decrease in human-factor losses.

.5. Cbmparative analysis of the cost of education,1 by types
of school, (per' student annually and per graduated student;

° by "educational units", "learning tickets"). Cqmparison:
cost per graduated student in the present system with cost
in the system of recurrent education, i.e. "educational
unit$"02 "learning tickets}

?

6. Alternatives for paying pet,sonal incomes &!those who
return to education under the recurrent, system. Estimation
of their effects in the light of the plans referred to in
1. above.

7. Analysis of the present contra tioh of education-to.-%j;
economic advancement. A =AA bf.talysis. Angysis of'
the contribution of education to e',onomic develbpment
according to the principle of recurrent education, taking
into coisideration the following his corrective measures:
greater extent of education, changed content;. and. closer
relationship th labour. Comparison of the contributions

)

la
made ,by these two systems and. their effects.

..i. S

8. Comparative analysis: present system of education with the
'recurrent system of education. 'Costs,, extent of population
included 1n education, ,number of gradVated student's, rate
of change in, the skill structures of the employed. and wage
increase. I°

,

, 9. Investments in education needed, for running the present
educational system and running recurrent education. Here
the following facts mast IA taken into consideration:
(a).the need for teaching staff in the present system and
under recurrent education (opportunity to enlarge the

. teaching staff by including qualified people from other
sectors); ,(b) investments in buildings and,equipment.

. ._
, ,,-- 4 /
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10. Preparation of a wider for financing'reourre4 education
(with *a.evere1 alternatives) which would show the pos-
sibilities'for'the aitect financing of education by
toriers' organisationt: This model shovld allow als9
for specific 'costs incurred' in the a4,p7of teaching, .
personal incomes and financial obligdtiops for,providing -

all social rights while.an employed peFson has returned t.

to school and is temporarily off the job.

11. The cost of education under the systelm of current
0education.

. t 'Y
: 12. The strategy of introducing recurrent tdUcation Nod, the

economic aspect: (a) strategy alternatives from-the:.
economic 'standpoint (procedure, priorities, etc.); (b)
necessary organisation'(or reorganisation) 'of society
and the economy to allow for recurrent education (planning,
changes in work time,- etc.).,

Taking into consideration the complexity, oPthis part of the
ProjectItit-is necessary to prepare the following documentary ., .

material: (a),statement of contingent6 of young generations tip. to
1985; (b) statement of the trends of education on'the basis of the
present system, volume artd%tructure of education A and potential
contingents for edncation up to .1985; (c) age and skill structures
of-the active labour force in,1971,(popUlation.census) according to
,sectors, criss-ci.ossing ages and .skills; (d) costs of education at
the present timer(tO al, per student annually, and per gra55.1177--
student accordipg to ype of school); (e) model of work d educe.=

jtional time schemes n the systenjof recurrent education,

t,

The operational woc programme for the protect

Work along thelinss described above and notably on each of
the four "complexes" is now under way. Several monographs on
specific issues related to recurrent education are being prepa
and questionnaires have been sent to working organisations, u iver-
.sities and other pdst-secondary institutions, workers' and peoples'
universities and educational centres. Their aim is to gather lkia-
formation on the experience that all these institutions have with
already existing courses o0 f recurrent education for actively employed
people. A special report summarising the answers to the question-

0 naires will bemade available. ..

At an earlier stage, i.e. at the period of discussing and.pre-
.

-Iparing the views and statements as to a system & recurrent, education
as they are formulated in the underlying report, _a large number of
meetings with representatives from the labour force-and from educa,.:
tion had been held in order to obtain their views on a recurrent
education syStem4:

Furthermore, the sites oz regions where recurrent educatidn
could be introduced at an_pxpeirTMeAtal leie].;hava been selected. An
attempkis also being' made. tolanalp a numilbr of industrialAdhs-as.

, to the educational 'qualifications required for their fulfilment. /IC r

JI
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I

On the basis of this analysis, the content of4the "educational
units" of a recurrent education. system will:be elaborated.

, 6

A final :report on ;the project will be available in 1973
based on further elaborations of this reportand on research ac-
tivities carried out according'to the four complexes mentioned -,
above.

-4,
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GLOSSA' OP-TEINS

1. EfsEMENTARY EDUCATION \

Elementary education, aeS4naees,the.proces'of,adquir/ng,
knowledge Ap,rof%ciendyi Sk11111.and habits,on an elementary
level. it 'ha's the Character of gederal,education- and is :-,

obtained .in elementary' schoont of eight-year duration for ..

-young persons and in' schools of four ;year duration for adults.

Elementary eduication in Yugoslavia is Uniformi.comadUlsdry;
and Free of, charge for children between the ages of 7 and 1Rs/'
Community 4sSoqations and the collectives of elementary schools
areresponiWe,for realising the goals and tasks of elementary
education. The `elementary school is an'autonomous institution-,

. .whose work-is basqd on the principles of social'. manageMents,
,

2: SECONDARY EDUCATION ,

Seftndary education is the level of ed' ati n betiven , --.

elementary and higher schOols. Its nature, such that .

secondary education in YugOslavia can be of either a general'- ',410 -

'education or vocational-professional character. ecoildary. * .

..,
'education Of a general eduction character isl*quired in" ' ./- ,

,gymnasiums and .is of four-yea duratiOn.
0

Vocational education on-the secanduy level is acquiere/
,fh secondary Vodational' schools of diff&ent profiles 4.1111-ch are .

of two4. to.four-year duration.
v

They offer individt.als the,:
.2, .,.,

opportunity to satisfy their ocatcatal. needs and,' at the same
tint these schools provide the society with the secondary-level
trained personnel needed by the economy and thecivii services. '

.
. Upon graduation from -secondary Vocational schoo?.s it..is + ',.,'.

possible, under specified conditions, to continue studies at
all schools of higher education.. ;

.
,

JUNIOR COLLEGE LEVEL OF EDUCATLON
.1

t

., .
- , . , 1-

Junior college educatiOn represent's the level between* , i ,
. .,

secondary and university education. It-is acquired in schoo/s
.wlaose'courses'of study last, as a rule, for two years. .,

Juniorgcol -eges.are professionally oriented andtprepare
perSonnel fo \specific jobs in the, economy aid the civil
Services, ,

, . .-N
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Junior colleges may be organised as autonomous educational
institutions but, this level of educatian,may'alsa be attainedat certatnianiversitiet and university-level schools, The .

,- 3 organisation of this edUcatTon is knoNn as "first-degree"
..

r 's
.

curricula and the course of study is of two-yeai, duration. ' -,Under \.specific conditiOns, studentt may go on to 'second
degree" 'studies at corresponding universities or'uniirersity-

-,1, level schools. - , ,t

, ,

.4. 'ANIVERSITY AND UNIVERSITYLEVEL EDUCATION
°

. .This level of education designates the highest degree Of
professional preparation, and may be acquired at university-
level schools, universities, end art academies. -,Thesf',
educational institutions pfepare highly-trairted professional
personnel for various occupatipnal profiles andengage-in

i scientific research work,
, -,' The curricula at some university-level and university,

. schools are div,ided into three degrees: -the first degree ist

of two-year duration, the second degree rdquires an additional
two years, and the thirdsdegrea also lasts ,for two years*,
The third degree leads to a Matterts-Degree, which is
considered to be the firstr-scientific title.

0

5 _DIRECTIONALISED-EDUtATION

The concept of directionalisecLeduCation-is used in the
works of `some authors to designate al post-elementary school:,.`
,eduCation. The essence. of this concept is tilat. post-elementary .

edhbol education is. guided in the direction dictated by the
needs of the economy and-civil tervices.at well as by the needs
'-arlid,interests ofindividuals. This concept has not-been
precisely defined and should be accepted conditionally.

A

t

REDUCTION OF THE STATE ROLE IN .EDUCTION

_ This concept in the field of education-meant the graddal
reduction or withering-away of the'state fanction in the
creation and realisation of educational policy. In YugoalaVia,_;
the'fanction of government organs on federal and republican
levels.ih the field ofeducation7is being taken over by the'

-communes, enterprises, and social organisations. The right
to decitionrmaking' on educational policy has been transferred
toitile-competence of those persons who are mdbt interested in
education, . 8tate, decisions have teen exchanged by. democratic,'
01f7goyerninspagrb.ement-making in varimis structures of the
so6ketk.,) .

-, --,
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7, ASSOCIATED LABOUR .signifies the labour of worker's
voluntarily and directly consolidate their forces in basic
Organisations of associated labour, as well as in 'other forms
of associated labour, and who independent)y manage their
activities,.1.abour products, income, and the means of
production on the basis of socially-aimed property.' The
labour of these workers is free of'wage-labour.relations
and. exploitation.

8. WORKING PEOPLE IN ASSOCIATED LABOUR are members of
associated labour organisations who manage their own affairs
and decide on the use of revenue. They differ from workers
employed by.'private employers insofar as they are not in a
wage-labour,relationship and,they'freely and directly regulate
their' interpersonal relations in connection with - and while
performing - labour.

9. BASIC ORGANISATION OF ASSOCIATED LABOUR is the fundamental
form of associated a.abour in which-the workers, on the. basis
of their work and the right to self-government,-directly and
equally settle their interpersonal labour relations, °manage
the tasks and means of production, decide on income (on the
results of their labour), as well as on other9ffairs concerning
their socio-economic position. ,1

" 10. SELF-GOVERNMENT is the system of. social relatiqns founded
on-social ownership of the means of production and on the right
of assopiated workers to directly decide on their affairs and
-labour, on'the.formation and distribution of income, andon
other essential questions. Workers exerciseself:1government.
either directly or,through their representative organs.

11. ASSOCIATED LABOUR ORGANISATION' is a form of: consolidation
of basic organisatiahs of assdoiated,labour. ..Various -forms
;of consolidation this basis are carried out.-

.
.

. .. ' .
. 12. SELF-GOVERNM2Nt AGREEMENIMAKItO IP anliAnitrument by which
workers in basic and other organisations of associated labour
regulate their r.elaticins and affairs with otjler'interepted
partAes (the educational-community, the cultural community,
the health nisocial insurance community, etc.).

....3

.

.

,

13. ,SOCIAL AGIIEEMENTS'are'instrumenps by _which organisations of
ed labour, interested communities, socio-p 'iticalassociated

comfflunitieS, unions and other socio-pOlitical organ ations
`prOvide f9r and realise the co- ordination and estab ishment of
.socio-economic and other'relationp of mutual'or general, interest
o On the etis of self-government..

1'



lit.' NORM REGULATIONS IN ENTERPRISES are autonomous, self-
government acts of a generalcharacter whichregulate the
internal relations in an enterprise (by -laws, regulations,
operational procedures' etc.).

15. SOCIO-POLITICAL COMMUNItY is a general term fok. a ,

municipality, republic, autonomous province, and for the
federal government (smaller and larger soap-political
communities), Socio-political communities are scio-economic
collectives with mutual connections and interests which are
resolved in a democratic system of gdvernment according to
the principle of social self-govelmmept.

6. COMMUNE is' a territorial :community of people 'Organised
for the purpose of self-government by the 6itizens,of Yugoslavia.
The commune develops as a self- governing municipality in thgdp
system of communal,Order, representing the basis of this

17. EDUCATIONAL POLICY;;MAKEnS

In).the Yugoslav'self-governing society, the' basic
'educational policy-makers arp workers and citizens, cultural
and edudational staff, and pupils and students.- They directly
and,indirectly exercise their influence on education at various
levels of social'and self-government decision-making. This
influence is brought to bear in the enterprise, in educational
communities, in the municipality, And in other socio-politicalcommunities:---Also, to an adequate measure, educational
policy-makers are government and social organs and organisations.

\i8. SELF-GOVERNMENT IN THE SECTOh OF EDUCATION

This means the right of workers cptizens'to. directly,'or througk their representative bodies, participate in -decision-making on all affairs aoncerning,the creation and
realisation of policy in the sector Of education. In its '-strictest sense, this concept means the ritht of-workipg peopleemployed in the sector-6f education (teachers and others) to-.
independently decide of their interpersonal relations And onaffairs concerning the realisation of teaching inthe

19. INTEGRATION OF LABOUR AND EDUCATION
,

This is the association of education-with labour and the.process of coordinating educational content with.the demands of
specific job posts, the adaptation of educational methods and
organisation to labour- needsy and-changing:therelatIons'of
teachers and educatidnal,institutlons to the economy and .to Other
sectorsyith'which they closely callaborate.

r
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20. EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY is a new type of self- governing
drganisation encompassing all those factors in the/society that
are interested and responsible for the:development and results

, of education. These coffitunities are established;in specific
area intended for their.fUnctioning, (oEe or more municipal ties),
the terrotiry of a province or republic, f4iy.ne.'or more s ors
of the economy or civil services, or elSr 'several economic
other enterprised; 'Educational communities:/ /manage the
finances (fund for education) that are lawfully obtgined from
specific taxes and other sources; establish the activities to
be 4nanced 'from these funds (programme of the educational
commthity); elaborate criteria, on the basis of specific norms,
for th4 distribution of financeS to. individual berieficiaries as
compensation' for their work, in the field of/educafion; decide
on the distribution of these funds; devel fp and apply conditions
for loans 'an scholarships awarded to s and dents; and
Consider othe' affair6 that are of joint teres

S
the

. sector of echkoation.
6

7
21. c-COST OF EDUCATION,- unit expenditu e.per,lpupil -student,
which is established for each type of s hool:and university and
which is regulated by agontract '6oncl ded between the
educational institution dad the educational community, or
directiy.between the school and enterprises or institutions
using the-educational services of the school. Thp aim is .

for the cost of educatdon per pupil-student to be .an economic
. one, which means that all its oomponents'are calcuIated,on: the
basis of real expenditures needed for maintaining an optimal
educational standard and optimal working and living conditions
for educationgl staff (that material expenditures and building
and equipment amortisation 6oncur with market' relations and
'prices; .the personal incomes of educatibnal staff must
correspond to the personal incomes of similarly-qualified
persons in the economy And in ,other sectors, increased by .the
1flation trend enticipatpd in the coming period). The
efiteria,u4cd in establishing the cost of .education are:
building norms, expendable. material, building and equipment
maintenance, and norms for equipment and teaching staff whiCh
are individually, established for each type of school and
university,

22. EDUCATIONAL FUNDS - oferall finances aliotted to the
educational communities. 'E4ucational funds alsci imply those'
resources deducted from-personal incomes-in enterpriSes and
institutions and which fl.rexpended on education, These
funds intended.for-educhtio4r2use are .kept on special accounts"
by enterprises or instituti64.and.are usually, utilised within
the framework of educational"c'entres or serviaeglwfor education.
and personnel. The educational 'funds of educational communities
are managed by.,,the competent assemblies and,executive boards of
the educational communities; In the enterprise or institution,
this fund iSimanaged by. the duly authorised self-government organ
of the educational centre or of-the service for education arc-]
personnel..
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23. NEEDS OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - demands made on.,
the so-called human factor which-are forecast or piahned (shortr,
intermediarzr4, or. ,long -term) in the socio-economic and techno -'

logical development or'larger socio-poiitidal
cbmmunitids (munidiPaliities,' provinces, republics, the federal

/government) and%ecOnoMic-seotors,,branches4 Or groups. This
a0is a matter-of detCpade on theocaupational skill structure

'.0f the emialoyeV,47. inMilup.litativ, and quantitative sense.

24.. SOCIO-ECONOWrillEIATIONS IN EDUCATION - relati94 that are
established (byglalOW .other. norms, of the society).in the

- , sector of eduoftogggetween educational policy-makerS and -
educational.poWif4r-XtAlf(the baiic policy-makers are:. pupils
and students, 41:titiiaon:Al. personnel, citizens' and .working pemle
in the economylt4E.iaal.services). The' principles of income
and theeconomiCWW&°education represent the basis for socio-
economic relatiodelg4he sector of education. The aim is to'
create such relatio#iin this sector as would keep-the influence
of the state to a minfffium and lead to the creation of-a
relationship betceen the individual and educatian_that would be
devoid of. state ahciealil other medlablms:::

.

'25. SOLIDARftZ,IN.EDUCATION - is a principle and an obligation
established, by:A*? -and' _by other' conventions of the-ociety for
proyiding,abprokititeltequal educational conditions (equgr

:educational 'Opportunity) for all, regardless of the 'financial,.
dondition:.of'the!faglXy,or the seciatenviramment of the personbeing edwatedi Solidarity in edudation is provided:

- (a-) bischolarsh4pS, loans.and other forms of assistance to
pupils and studentsifrgwm low-income .families-(within eaeh

7? : .-socialt-envirOnMent).;i andW by granting special funds-(4deral government'and repuolican) to economically under-; , developed areas in, all the Yugoslav republics to ensue the
educational standard needed and to broaden the educational1,- opportunity or children adults,.,,

i '4*"..
, .." .',..-

6. GRADUAteED'SYSTEM OF EDUCATION - is a system of education'
FANhioht,,instead of the presdrat'seoondary-and higher levels; of
educiiibn there are multiple gr.adesof edudat4n which offer
comprehensiveLana-certified knowledge and .pil,llies needed for
employment in the labour sector and 'for the performande of
spectficjobs, as welleas.for the continuation of ab.e's A

4education. &'-- -----
'' e -. '- --
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27, EDUCATION FOR .SELF- GOVERNMENT - is a form of informal
adult education, primarily intended for the employed, which
is carried out through seminars; courses, public lectures,

..etc., for the purpose of ena4ling.the beneficiaries to
acquire information, knowledge, and abilities to ,be used
ift performing their self-governing role.lnthe society and
in the enterprise. The content of ti#ist.educatibn 4 taken
from the fields-of the eoonomic,.sociAogical, legal, and

.

political sciences, as well as'ilrom bdsiness administration,
earning and distribution, international co-operation, etc,
Education for self-government is, for the most part,
organised and carried out by.workerst and national evening
schools in collaboration with enterprises, socio-politibal
'organisations', and larpfessional associations. .

. .

28. EDUCATIONAL BENEFICIARIES - all citizens, regardless
of age, who are participating in any organised form of .

formal or informal education.

I
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